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Join the STAG buying group
and make great saves with
our exclusive discounts.
Make substantial savings. Cut your
overheads and increase your profits
by being part of the largest network
of Independent retailers in the UK.
We support one another and
become stronger.

Mit re - just one of the man y leading bran ds avai

lable.

Your business will benefit from:
• Huge trade discounts
• 130 leading brands
• Free invitation to the STAG Buying
Show
• Reduce your overheads
• Take advantage of our superb credit
card transaction rate
• Increase your profits, cut your costs
and much, much more...

01793 715 400

Call
and become a member.
www.stagbuyinggroup.com

INCREASING YOUR BOTTOM LINE

“This tie will go to the second leg, where it will be decided.”
Pearls of wisdom from Steve McClaren

WHAT’S NEWS

WHAT’S NEWS

ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk
at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 748675

DIARY DATES
RUNNING ORDER SHOW SPORTS SOURCE EUROPE
June 29-July 1
Munich Order Centre

NISTEX
July 3
Cranmore Park, Solihull

OUTDOOR TRADE FAIR
July 17-20
Friedrichshafen

OUTDOOR TRADE SHOW 2008
September 30-October 2
Stoneleigh Park

THE STAG SHOW 2008
in association with Sports Insight
November 23-24
Four Pillars Hotel, Cotswold Water Park

ISPO WINTER 09
February 1-4
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

ISPO CHINA 09
February 19-21
International Convention Centre, Beijing

TRANSFER MARKET
Sorbothane
sponsored cricketer
Matthew Hoggard

MOBILIS ACQUIRES SACEDI
Mobilis Healthcare has bought Sacedi, a healthcare and sports wholesale business
based in Toulouse, France.
Established 20 years ago by Joseph de Massia, who helped pioneer the game of
squash in France, Sacedi has developed into a €1.8million business, wholesale
marketing products as diverse as AirPlus nasal strips and Sorbothane insoles, one of
Mobilis’ top consumer brands. The company has good channels of distribution across
France and has strong links with sports retailer Decathlon, which has 350 stores in 20
countries and accounts for a substantial share of retail sales in France.
“This exciting acquisition will enable the Mobilis Healthcare Group to develop its
commercial activities outside the UK, enabling us to grow profitably with pace across
Europe,” says Mobilis’ chief executive Colin Webb. “I will be working closely with
Joseph de Massia, Sacedi’s former CEO, who will be continuing on a consultancy basis,
and our own consumer brands business unit on developing the existing customer
relationships within France, while laying foundations for innovative growth in Europe.”
Says Tim Clough, Mobilis sales and business development director: “We are in the
process of contacting thousands of independent retailers across France, updating them
on developments and offering upgrades to Shockstopper+. The response has been
really positive, with sales ahead year-on-year.”

Do you want your store featured in Talking Shop? If you do,
call 01273 748675 or email catherine@partridgeltd.co.uk
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…INSTYLE FITNESS has appointed
JOHN HARVEY (pictured) as sales
director…JOHN SCOTT, UK Sport’s
international director and director
of drug-free sport, has been
announced as chief executive of
the GLASGOW 2014
COMMONWEALTH GAMES. He will
take up his new post in August
2008…FIFA has appointed Swiss
HANS KLAUS as its director of communications and public
affairs…The newly-formed GOVERNMENT OLYMPIC
EXECUTIVE, set up to scrutinise spending and coordinate
government departments with regard to London 2012, has
named SARAH JONES as its first head of
communications…EUROSPORT GROUP has appointed
ARNAUD MAILLARD as internet director as part of moves
by the broadcaster to expand its online presence…HI-TEC
has announced the departure of global brand president
TONY LINFORD and that DUNCAN PATMORE will be
rejoining the company after a previous 11 years’ service.
His new role as HI-TEC’s product and marketing director
will be focusing on the brand’s global product
development, design and marketing strategy. Linford is to
become managing director of women’s fashion footwear
brand Van Dal…

PROSTAR ON THE MOVE
Prostar, based in Wakefield, is set to move premises after more
than 100 years at its Denby Dale site. The sportswear company
will move to a larger location on the Wakefield 41 Industrial
Estate to accommodate its growing business needs.
Following an MBO last year, Prostar’s new management team
has re-addressed the business’ focus and taken the decision to
move the company in a new direction. Says Doug Bedford, the
company’s managing director: “The company’s roots and history
lay in Wakefield, so it was important to everyone at Prostar that
we remain in the area. The location on the Wakefield 41 estate is
ideal for us as, not only does the facility have the space we need,
it’s also close to vital transport links.”
The 67,000 square foot facility includes more office space
and comprises a larger warehouse facility, meaning Prostar will
be able to have a dedicated showroom for its teamwear and
trainingwear ranges.
Says Shane Bray, sales and marketing director of Prostar:
“We are constantly adding to our ranges of teamwear and
trainingwear and plan to continue expanding the business to
cater for all sports. It was felt that larger premises were needed
in order for Prostar to develop effectively.” The new premises
will be fully renovated with a £1million refurbishment plan
before Prostar makes the move. An official launch will mark the
opening of the new facility.”
Says Doug Bedford: “We were keen to stay in the Wakefield
area, and having considered various options in the locality,
decided this unit best met our requirements. We are excited
about relocating the business to the new facility and expect it
to enable us to grow the business in the years ahead.”

ADVANCE
PERFORMANCE
WINS AWARD
Advance Performance, the
Peterborough and Cambridgebased running store, has won
the i-Vita 2008 Award for the
Business Showing the Best
Example of Growth for at
ce
an
rm
Advance Perfo
ed
least two years. The award,
directors receiv
m
fro
their award MBE
organised by i-Vita for
Steve Cram
Bedford Borough Council, is
for businesses that operate in
the sport, fitness, health and well-being industry sector.
Advance Performance scooped the prize because of its understanding
of running and what the customer really needs, which has resulted in a 28
per cent year-on-year growth in the business.
Says Samantha Hale, managing director of Advance Performance:
“We are thrilled to have been recognised in our particular sector. We have
succeeded due to the team’s close working relationships with our
customers, suppliers and advisers. Our product knowledge is enhanced
through visiting trade exhibitions and supplier meetings, where we are
involved with their product development at a very early stage. We also
work alongside Business Link, our accountant and PR adviser to make
structured business decisions based on accurate information.”
The judges selected Advance Performance as worthy winners
because of the company’s “all-round business performance and
growth potential”.
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WHAT’S NEWS

SUCCESS FOR STAG
MEMBERS
Norton Sports and Camping, a STAG member
since 2003, is celebrating 20 years in business.
The sports and outdoor retailer, based in
Midsomer Norton in Avon, is owned and run by
John Sharp. “Our aim has always been to supply
local people with what they are looking for
without having to travel into Bristol or Bath
and being able to access key brands through
STAG certainly helps,” says Sharp.
“Our customers demand quality. Being a
member of STAG gives us the opportunity to
access that quality through major brands and
take advantage of some very competitive
discounts. Brands such as Gelert and Hi-Tec for
the outdoor market and Puma, Emsmorn and
Umbro among others for the sports market are
all popular choices for our customers. We see

“Moving from Wales to Italy is like moving to a different country.”
More pearls of wisdom. This time from Ian Rush.

our association with STAG as very important. It
accounts for at least 60 per cent of our business
and we’ll always choose to source what we sell
through them.”
Sharp’s team are so dedicated to giving
their customers what they want that if they
can’t find exactly what they are looking
for, they promise to do their best to get it and quickly.
Says Ward Robertson, managing director of
STAG: “It’s that level of service that makes
customers return and it’s that level of service
that helps give the independent retailer the
edge. We support retailers like Norton Sports
and Camping by giving them access to a huge
range of brands that their customers desire.”
Another STAG retailer has also reached a
significant business milestone. Former Swindon
Town footballer, Don Rogers, is celebrating 40
years of success off the pitch following his
successful career on it. Rogers, a STAG member
for nearly a decade and a hero of Swindon’s
1969 League Cup final victory over Arsenal, has
had his shop, Don Rogers Sports, in the same
road in Swindon since 1968.
He says: “We joined STAG nearly 10 years
ago and it has been one of the best business
decisions we have made. We get access to
leading brands at unbeatable discounts. Being
part of STAG means we can compete with the
high street chains and offer our customers what
they want and more. It allows us to focus on
good service and that is our strength as
customers come back year after year.”

“To be in business for 40 years is certainly
an accomplishment in itself, but sports retail
can be tough and competition fierce, so you
have to congratulate Don for this remarkable
achievement," says Ward Robertson.
A regular at the annual STAG Show, Rogers
is looking forward to the new venue for this
year’s show. Previously the show has been
staged at Heythrop Park,
but the 2008 event will be

held for the
first time at the
brand-new
Cotswold Water
Park Four Pillars Hotel.
Says Rogers: “The STAG Show in November
is a must. I never miss it, there’s always
excellent business deals to be done during
those two days. I’m really looking forward to
this year’s show at the new venue and as it’s
just around the corner from me I could probably
cycle there this year.”

THOOSA
Last month’s running feature (page 36-37)
featured photographs of Thoosa clothing,
which was not made clear in the copy.

SPORTS SHORTS
…Voted ‘Best Buy’ by ‘Holiday Which?’ magazine, AQUA SPHERE'S KAIMAN SWIMMING GOGGLES are
now supported with eye-catching point of sale shelf wobblers and pack stickers to promote their
prestigious ‘Best Buy’ status…ONITSUKA TIGER has unveiled the first-ever UK trainer vending
machine in London’s Carnaby Street. The machine is custom built to hold up to 24 pairs of trainers in
six different sizes…NIKE has completed the sale of its BAUER HOCKEY subsidiary to an investor
group led by Kohlberg & Company and Canadian businessman W Graeme Roustan for $200m. Bauer
CEO Mark Duggan, a long-time Nike executive, will remain with Nike following the sale. Under the
terms of the deal, Bauer will continue to use the Nike Bauer Hockey trademark on existing products
for a period of up to two years…Nike has extended its sponsorship deal with the US Olympic
Committee to become the Official Outfitter of the US Olympic and Paralympic Team until the London
2012 Olympic Games…THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE has confirmed that squash, baseball,
golf, karate, roller sports, rugby and softball have been included on the shortlist of sports under consideration
for the 2016 OLYMPIC GAMES, with two to go through…THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION has revealed that the
estimated cost of bidding for the 2018 WORLD CUP will be £15m…BBC SPORT has signed an exclusive agreement with former British number one TIM
HENMAN for him to join its team of pundits at this year’s Wimbledon Championships…THE ATP men’s tennis tournament at NOTTINGHAM has been
scrapped and will be replaced by a new joint men’s and women’s event at EASTBOURNE… THE ECB has announced that TRENT BRIDGE will join Lord’s and
The Oval as a venue for THE ICC WORLD TWENTY20 to be held in June 2009…ADIDAS has launched a global TV campaign ahead of this summer’s EURO 2008
tournament entitled ‘Dream Big’, which sees the brand’s array of football stars meet some of the world’s little-known football teams…BRITISH EUROSPORT
is to broadcast into nearly 100 UK universities following a new joint commercial partnership with youth television and media company SUB.TV…HEINEKEN,
the title sponsor of the flagship European Rugby Cup, has launched a new rugby website that includes an interactive caricature of brand ambassador and
former England rugby player WILL GREENWOOD, which can be downloaded onto fans’ desktops…NIKE is reportedly plotting the launch of a FOOTBALLINSPIRED TV PROGRAMME featuring Arsenal and Spain midfielder Cesc Fabregas, which is set to break ahead of Euro 2008…The official event website of
the UEFA EURO 2008 CHAMPIONSHIPS, euro2008.com, has been launched as part of a converged media offering for football fans…THE PROFESSIONAL
DARTS CORPORATION and PERFORM have launched the CHAMPIONSHIP OF DARTS - the first-ever darts tournament to be solely broadcast on and funded by
internet distribution…SURREY COUNTY CRICKET CLUB has announced record financial results for 2007, with annual turnover of £23.4M, the highest in the
club’s 163-year history…Despite opposition from the EUROPEAN UNION and UEFA, FIFA president SEPP BLATTER is to press forward with plans to limit the
number of FOREIGN PLAYERS at football clubs…Following talks with Texan billionaire ALLEN STANFORD, the ENGLAND AND WALES CRICKET BOARD is likely
to pursue a one-off Twenty20 match with a £10.1M purse…UEFA has ruled out a bid by WEMBLEY to host the 2010 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE FINAL because of a
new interpretation of UK tax laws that would see players from non-UK clubs taxed for money earned in the UK…
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BRAND CONFUSION
Three quarters of UK companies admit that their logo may be causing more confusion than
clarity among consumers trying to work out what products and services they actually offer,
a new survey has revealed.
According to research by print-on-demand specialist Prontaprint, half of the
companies surveyed admitted that brand identity was of little importance to them when
launching their business, with over 77 per cent spending less than one day researching
their corporate logo and colours. On the flip side, a separate study of consumers revealed
that 78 per cent of people said that company logo and colours are at the top of the list,
alongside value, when it comes to making a purchasing decision.
The study also confirms that the wrong image could be costing UK businesses dearly,
with more than 55 per cent of bosses believing their turnover would significantly increase
as a result of research and changes to their brand identity. But despite this revelation, 88
per cent of companies across all sectors insist they have no plans to change their logo.
Of the consumers surveyed, over half associated red and gold with success. Green
and blue also came out as positive colours as they promoted an association with safety,
while purple was seen as conveying quality. Colours associated with failure were
predominantly yellow, grey and brown.
“Today’s visually oriented, brand-savvy consumers have elevated the importance of
brand, which is why it is surprising that the majority of businesses are in doubt as to
whether they are correctly conveying their business credentials,” says Keith Davidson, head
of marketing for Prontaprint.
“A strong brand reflects that a company is professional, well organised and driven to
succeed. It enables it to stand out from the crowd, giving consumers a strong sense of the
personality and values of a business.
“The results speak for themselves. Consumers admit that elements of a brand, such
as colour and logo, influence their ultimate purchasing decision and UK businesses need to
pay heed to this. Too many spend little time considering their visual identity, or are
unwilling to invest in order to increase their customer base, even though they are well
aware it will ultimately boost their bottom line.”

ISRA
On September 24th many
ISRA members will take part in
a high level Visual
Merchandising Training
Workshop. Organised by ISRA
www.isra.ie
and conducted by Visual
Thinking UK, the course will give individual members the chance to get the
level of consultancy normally the preserve of large organisations.
The course will cover the key areas of retail display: how to use space
effectively, creating visual impact, how to measure the visual and commercial
impact of presentations, customer profiling, the use of colour and practical
merchandising techniques.
Members will then be asked to implement the relevant techniques and
report back on the progress.
“Helping with training and upskilling is a function of ISRA. We try to get
the retailer to step back from their operation from time to time and take a
look from the outside in. Independent retailers are generally so busy just doing
the day-to-day things that they don’t normally take time out to properly
evaluate. Our members’ meetings and now workshops help members share
information, learn new ideas and hopefully continually examine and improve
the way they do things. This Visual Display course is a wonderful opportunity
and it is one of the areas identified by members where training has being
requested,” says Tom Foley.
The demand for stand space at the upcoming ISRA show, to be held in
the Radisson Hotel in Athlone on July 21st and 22nd, is again high. The show
which has being growing continually since its inception is fast becoming “a
must-attend” show for suppliers to the independent trade in Ireland. ISRA
deliberately contains the size of the show to give members a manageable
number of stands to visit and allow retailers get real work done. ISRA also has
a unique feature whereby they create a small number of “incubator” stands
where smaller suppliers, new suppliers or unique or single product suppliers
get a chance to showcase their ideas/products to a large number of retailers.
It looks like another busy summer for ISRA!
News and contact details can be found at www.isra.ie
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WHAT’S NEWS

“We will shortly be announcing the winner of the £1,000. Maybe you could buy a tank of petrol with it.”
Steve Jordan, Hull City stadium announcer

SPONSORSHIP NEWS
… THE CO-OPERATIVE, sponsor of The Cooperative National Leagues and Conference in
rugby league, has signed St Helens’ JON
WILKIN and Salford City Reds’ ROBBIE PAUL
as brand ambassadors…SWIMTREK, the
global specialist in adventure holidays, has
chosen AQUA SPHERE as its official swim
equipment supplier for its guides. SwimTrek
specialises in providing active swimming
holidays and tours at a range of worldwide
locations… THE MOLTEN G-SERIES has been
selected as the English Schools Basketball
Association’s official ball for the next four
years in the lead-up to the London Olympics
in 2012…BARCLAYS has announced that its
highly successful grass-roots SPACES FOR
SPORTS programme is to expand
internationally…Sports drink SOCCERADE
has signed up Manchester United and
Portugal footballer CRISTIANO RONALDO as
its global brand ambassador…VISA has
terminated its global sponsorship of the
RUGBY WORLD CUP - a 12-year association
that has spanned four tournaments since
1995…Professional sports clothing
manufacturer MPSPORT has struck a deal to
supply both staff and race leaders’ clothing
for the TOUR OF BRITAIN cycling race this
year…THE FINA WORLD SWIMMING
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2008 has announced four
final sponsorship deals with NCP, TOYOTA,
XEROX and THE TRAFFORD CENTRE,
generating record commercial revenue for the
event…HIGHLAND SPRING WATER is running
a new marketing campaign featuring British
tennis number one ANDY MURRAY in the runup to this year’s Wimbledon Championships...

NEW SHOWS TO REPLACE ISPO SUMMER
More details have emerged from the ispo Group about the two shows that are to replace the suspended ispo
summer event in Germany.
Sports Source Europe will, says the ispo Group, meet the increasing interest in and demand for own-label
product and other sourcing needs, while the Running Order Show is the first B2B event of its kind that will
focus entirely on running and associated product sectors. Both shows will run from June 29-July 1 at the
Munich Order Centre, which comprises 30,000 square metres of exhibition space and is situated 15 minutes
from Munich city centre.
The main sponsor of the Running Order Show is WL Gore and confirmed exhibitors (all of whom will be
exhibiting in standardised 12 square metre stands) include Adidas, Asics, Brooks, Diadora, Mizuno, New
Balance, Nike Germany, Puma and Reebok Germany.
Says Tobias Groeber, head of the ispo Group: “As a supplier we have to adapt to market needs and have
decided to suspend relaunching ispo summer until further notice in order to thoroughly assess the changing
global needs and develop the concept further to provide a strong industry platform in 2009. With ispo, the
industry has a certain expectation in terms of size and support by all the major brands, like in winter, where all
the market leaders in ski, board, outdoor and sportstyle are present. But in summer this expectation would not
have been met.
“We have to look into the market, analyse the market needs and
offer corresponding products. At the moment, the industry doesn’t
require a traditional ispo summer, but there is a demand for a
running order show event and, similarly, a sportstyle platform,
and this is exactly what we are doing now. We are not only
organising ispo shows, but also specialised shows like Golf
Europe or Sports Source Asia in Hong
Kong, but feedback tells us there is
definitely still a need for sports
trade shows.”
The ispo Group has confirmed
that a new ‘sport-inspired lifestyle’
show is already in development for
Munich next year.

TALE OF TWO HIGH STREET RETAILERS
Two sets of preliminary results have revealed differing fortunes for two
of sports retails biggest high street names.
While The JD Group was reporting a 103 per cent increase in profit
before tax (£35million, compared to £17.2million in 2007) and a 61 per
cent increase in operating profit in its preliminary results for the 53 weeks
to February 2, rival JJB revealed a 71.1 per cent drop in operating profit
and the closure of 72 stores in its results for the 52 weeks to January 27.
JD’s total revenue increased by 11.6 per cent during the period to
£592million, a result, says Peter Cowgill, the company’s executive
chairman, of a further period of substantial progress for the group with
excellent organic sales and margin enhancement.
Says Cowgill: “Group profit before tax has increased by over 100
per cent in the year through strong buying, merchandising and ownbrand performance.”
However, Cowgill went onto sound a cautious note: “The group’s
strong performance with regards to like-for-like sales and gross margins
means that further improvement in these areas is becoming more
challenging. Furthermore, despite recent and current performances, the
current economic climate and outlook dictates a note of prudence. The
board is therefore cautious about the extent of future growth in earnings.”
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Over at JJB, chairman Roger Lane-Smith said the beleaguered
retailer is taking “significant action to improve the performance of
JJB’s retail stores”, which includes the planned store closures that will
cost the company an estimated £25million, and further commitment to
increasing the proportion of retail store revenue from own-brand
products such as Champion and Travel Fox. The company saw
operating profit plummet to £11.3million, compared to £39million
in 2006/07.
Says Lane-Smith: “Whilst we have identified a number of stores
for closure, which will itself strengthen our remaining store portfolio,
we are also investing to improve the quality of our stores and product
with further store refits, the introduction of new products from our
own brands and the implementation of staff training and
incentivisation programmes. We also plan to continue to open more
combined fitness clubs and superstores, which continue to deliver
strong results.
“Whilst we expect current difficult market conditions to continue
to affect consumers in the short term, we believe the action we are
taking represents a turning point for the company, which will benefit
performance over the medium term.”

TEAMWEAR FOR PERSONALISATION

www.gamegear.co.uk
01332 85 83 85

KK975

TRACKSUIT

KIT STOP
Essential stock for your shop

RUGBYTECH LAUNCHES
SIX NATIONS SHIRTS
All six nations are represented by stylish top-range,
colour-coded rugby shirts, plus an ‘all-colours’ shirt
from rugby and leisure brand Rugbytech.
All shirts are available now for immediate delivery.
For details contact steve@nomissports.co.uk
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GRAY-NICOLLS
Gray-Nicolls has continually
innovated in both design and
materials, seeking to reduce
weight and increase player
comfort. The ultra light Ti-Tech
Pro, Pro Performance and
Predator models have been
ergonomically designed to
reduce pressure on the
temples and allow players
to wear helmets longer
without discomfort.
Concerned for player
safety, Gray-Nicolls was the
first manufacturer to carry the
endorsement of both the
Australian and British
Standards Institutes.
The extremely
lightweight Ti-Tech Pro
moulded helmet features a unique airflow
ventilation design, which significantly aids player comfort. The shell is
lined with a new sweat absorption material, making batting or wicket
keeping far more comfortable even on the hottest of days.
The helmet’s all-new ISA (integrated size adjustment) system makes it
easier to find the perfect fit for all sizes. A rounded peak design enhances
the players’ peripheral vision by an extra 15 per cent. The Ti-Tech Pro
helmet is fitted with the Ti-Tech grille and made purely of Titanium,
making it both featherlight and extremely strong. Endorsed by Andrew
Strauss of England, Mohammad Yousaf of Pakistan and Shiv Chanderpaul
of West Indies,
Gray-Nicolls: 01580 880357. sales@grays-int.co.uk
www.gray-nicolls.co.uk

SPORT INDUSTRY
GROUP

www.sportindustry.biz

CDS LEISURE
CDS Leisure offers possibly the most
comprehensive range of official
Manchester United merchandise,
with many items produced
exclusively to their own designs.
The range covers a wide selection of products such as hats, scarves,
caps, badges, t-shirts, mugs, flags, footballs, sports and school bags, toys,
in-car products, babywear, stationery, computer equipment, pet products,
greeting cards, gift wrap, football accessories and much more, including a
range of official Manchester United UEFA Champions League products.
For details tel/fax 0161 748 8799 or email cds.leisure@btopenworld.com
CDS also has a selected range of official merchandise for other top
Premier League clubs.

PHYSICOOL LAUNCHES
COOLER CAMPAIGN
ASSIST creative resources Ltd, the sole UK distributor for
Physicool, has unveiled the new Physicool Cooler
advertising campaign.
The promotion highlights the
added benefits of post-training
cooling as an aid to faster
recovery and prevention of
muscle and tendon injuries.
Other significant benefits are
achievable by ‘cooling’ during
competition and training. The
campaign is set to highlight
these benefits as well.
To stock Physicool and take
advantage of this advertising
campaign, retailers should
contact ASSIST on
01978 664743. Alternatively,
new retailers should complete
ASSIST’s trade forms at
www.assist.co.uk/applications
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

JAKABEL
Jakabel is your one-stop supplier for sun
protection, safety and fun in the sun and in the
water. The company has a large range of pool toys,
UV50+ children’s swim/playwear and the most
attractive wetsuits on the market, including the
unique camouflage
blue and pink
wetsuits with
matching shoes and
headbands. Jakabel’s
bright colours and
funky styles appeal to
kids from 12 months
to 11 years.
Jakabel is the
exclusive distributor
of the Swimsafe
Floatsuit, the only
UV50+ sun protective
suit with floats, which
is comfortable and
guaranteed not to tip
over. Jakabel holds
stock and can deliver
within three days all
year round.
To view the complete
range visit
www.jakabel.com, contact Josu Shephard on
020 8715 2385 / 07957 541406
or email josu.shephard@jakabel.co.uk

KIT STOP
Essential stock for your shop

TK HOCKEY
COLLECTION
The new TK collection is
their best ever, according to
TK Hockey.
The sticks, bags and player
protection - essentials for any
hockey retailer - are fresh,
innovative, visually stunning and
represent great value for money, raising
even TK standards to new heights.
New textile products will enhance
the company’s standing as the number
one in hockey clothing, while its
goalkeeping equipment grows in
popularity each year, backed by the
endorsement of the world’s leading
goalkeepers. A comprehensive range of
balls and accessories completes the collection.
For more information call 01722 326595 or
email enquiries@tkhockey.co.uk
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SPORT INDUSTRY
GROUP

www.sportindustry.biz

KARAKAL LET YOUR SPIRIT FREE
Another first for Karakal: the raised Tattoo prints on the MXT 140 Squash and M Tec 80
badminton racquets mark the first time a genuine all-over Tattoo print has been used on a racquet.
Karakal’s limited edition Tattoo racquets are designed for the player who likes something a little ‘off the
wall’ that shows their individual style and character. A tattoo with no pain!
The MXT-140 Tattoo squash racquet features a Constant taper frame, weighs140gms and is constructed of 90 per cent
Super Hi-Modulus Nano Graphite and 10 per cent Titanium. The M-Tec 80 Tattoo badminton racquet is constructed of superlight
Nano-Titanium Graphite, weighs 80gms and its Isometric low torque frame gives amazing flexibility, speed and power.
The same principles also feature in the 2008 footwear range, where Karakal’s top-selling XS shoes uses superlight Cool-Tec material to
ensure a lighter, cooler and drier playing experience. Not only do these shoes look good, but they are supremely comfortable.
For further details contact Karakal on sales@karakal.com or call 0800 376 8500.
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KIT STOP
Essential stock for your shop

SWEAT GUTR
The Sweat GUTR is the ultimate sweatband solution - built to keep
sweat from running into your eyes and blurring your vision. It works by
channelling sweat away from your eyes, so you can focus on what
matters - not the sweat.
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BENEFITS:
■ Reduces the amount of sweat in your eyes
■ Completely resistant to saturation
■ Ultra-comfortable and completely adjustable
■ Sleek design allows for better airflow
■ Easy to clean - just rinse and go
■ Built to last
For more information call 353-1-2846107, email sales@irishfit.eu
or visit www.irishfit.eu

Sports Insight Magazine is expanding its circulation to target
independent ﬁtness and health clubs across the UK and ROI.
With the increasing growth in health
and ﬁtness club membership, many
operators are waking up to the
beneﬁts of offering ﬁtness products
to their members.
You only have to consider the
competition that many modern
chains face to realise how crucially
important it is for the independent
ﬁtness club to stand out from the crowd.
Because of this, Sports Insight Magazine
has created a regular, dedicated feature
designed to promote products to this sector.
Whether it is POS or equipment,
Sports Insight Magazine is the place to
learn, promote and educate.

See this issue's feature on page 37

FSPA MEMBER NEWS

FSPA focus

The latest news from The Federation
of Sports and Play Associations

Members of the British Golf Industry
Association (BGIA) held their annual golf
day at Woburn on April 15 and raised
around £18,000 (net) for the Golf
Foundation and its work to bring more
youngsters into the game.
The sixth annual BGIA golf day was the
biggest event of its kind, with 26 teams
assembling at the superb venue of Woburn Golf
Club in Bedfordshire. David Wells, BGIA
chairman, said: “The need to support junior
grass-roots golf and grow the game is very
important to members. This was our largest golf
day so far and everyone who played
contributed to make this a really successful and
memorable event.”
Profits from the day and the previous
evening’s dinner and charity auction go to the
Golf Foundation and its work to create more
junior golfers through school and community
initiatives in support of the national golf
partnerships. Golf Foundation projects like

TWO GREAT SEMINAR
OPPORTUNITIES:
MAY 29, 2008
This is an opportunity not to be missed, as it
promises to provide all those in attendance with
the knowledge and confidence to continue to
drive two vitally important issues forward.
THE MORNING SEMINAR - Intellectual Property
Rights - advises you how to plan strategies
aimed at preventing unauthorised businesses
from taking advantage of your brand and
reputation as well as, and equally as important,
what to do when a business does take
advantage of your brand and reputation. You
will also hear an interesting debate on how
sporting goods companies and the way they
market their products are being affected by the
Olympic Games and Paralympic Games Act 2006.
THE AFTERNOON SEMINAR - A practical
approach to Data Protection - gives you the
opportunity to ensure your business is up to
date on all aspects and legislation relating to
the act. You will also be able to take part in a
lively discussion session, giving lots of examples
and a general viewpoint of business compliance
and how to contend with data protection issues.
Both seminars are FREE to FSPA members. There
is a small cost for non-members.
For more information contact Michelle Iddon on
02476 414999 or email
michelle@sportsandplay.com
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‘Community Links’ make it easier for school
golfers to get into golf clubs and, once there,
provide the structured learning programme - the
Junior Golf Passport - to help them learn the
technical skills and positive attributes of golf
such as honesty, perseverance and respect.

SGIA member benefits
The above chart gives you an insight into some
of the benefits you can expect as a member of
the SGIA. But don’t just take our word for it,
this is what some of our members think
about membership:
“For Motocaddy, joining was a very simple
decision - we’ve immediately made cost savings
using the member rates with various suppliers
that far outweigh our subscription cost.”
Neil Parker, sales director, Motocaddy Ltd.
“I believe that the work done by the FSPA over
the last few years has been key in ensuring that
the sporting goods industry has remained at the

forefront of strategic thinking in Whitehall
and Brussels.
“The relaunch and re-naming of SGIA will
provide the chance for sporting goods businesses
to be able to talk with one voice on key issues
and at the same time stay close to decision
making that will effect all of our futures.”
Mark Hammersley, CEO, Zoggs and PureLime.
“Many thanks for your seminar on agency law. I
found your seminar very enlightening and
believe that it has helped me understand the
legal issues that face my company. Working
now with improved knowledge on my part has
been useful.”
Doug Poole, managing director,
Golfsmith Europe. SI
To find out if your business is eligible for
membership call Michelle Iddon on
02476 414999 or email
michelle@sportsandplay.com

TEAMWEAR FOR PERSONALISATION

www.gamegear.co.uk
01332 85 83 85

KK975k

KIDS TRACKSUIT

PEOPLE
You may say words are cheap, but we would
point to the success achieved by the brand across
the world. The autumn/winter 08 range is
focused and includes general swimwear and
hardware items, besides the technical competitive
suits. We are taking orders now and have already
got back-up inventory scheduled to the
warehouse. The spring/summer 09 range will be
released in the next quarter, with the first order
window giving delivery in February 2009. The first
signs will be an advertising campaign with images
somewhat different to the traditional approach.
Swimming is an enjoyable activity and our
approach to the market is to reflect this by our
attitude and manner.

Any new product launches planned?

MOVERS
& SHAKERS
Digby Gunson, joint managing director of Solosport UK
Can you tell us about your brand
portfolio?
Solosport’s brand portfolio includes Arena and
Prince. Arena is re-entering the UK and Irish
markets again after six years out of the purist
aquatic sector and, therefore, the brand is fully
focused on the specialist dealer supporting
both technical performance and functional swim
and hardwear.
Prince is the leading innovative racquet brand
covering tennis, squash, badminton and racquet
ball. It has the fastest rising market share both in
the UK and Europe as a whole, together with a
full range of accessories, including footwear,
luggage and an impressive range of clothing.

Why did you sign the UK
partnership agreement with
Arena?
We believe Arena is a brand whose potential
has not been fulfilled over the past few years, so
we are excited by the opportunity to return the
brand to a market position in the UK similar to
that enjoyed in the rest of Europe. The product
innovations, Italian designs and overall quality
will form a credible challenge to existing brands
in the UK market. With the experienced
Solosport customer service team, we believe we
can deliver and support activity to rival and
exceed anything on offer.

Can you tell us about the brand?
The Arena brand was created by sports visionary
Horst Dassler, president of Adidas and son of
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the Adidas founder. In 1972 Dassler was on the
pool deck at the Munich Olympics when Mark
Spitz won his historic seven gold medals and set
seven new world records at the same time.
Knowing Spitz had just given fans a glimpse of
swimming at its finest, Dassler immediately
started forming plans for a swimwear company
dedicated to aquatic sports.
After the Games, many companies sought
Spitz’s endorsement, but in the end he decided
to team up with Dassler to create the new
performance swimwear brand Arena.
In 1973 Arena launched its first competition
swimwear line called Skinfit. In the 1980s the
Flyback was introduced, which was the world’s
first competition swimsuit designed with thin
straps to create larger shoulder openings and
exposed the back in order to give athlete’s
complete upper body motion. At the 1988
Seoul Olympics Matt Biondi, the newest Arena
Elite Team member, became the second
swimmer to win seven gold medals - four with
new world records. The 1990s saw the
introduction of the AquaRacer range and in the
new millennium the Powerskin and Powerskin
Extreme ranges. In total, the Arena brand is
operating in 70 markets across the world.

What plans have you got for Arena
in 2008?
We are realistic with regards to current market
circumstances and will not be taking anything for
granted. We believe in the brand, its innovative
products with Italian design and overall quality.

Arena launched its new competition suit at the
European Championship in Eindhoven. In addition,
a new waterproof MP3 player guaranteed to
depths of one metre, but successfully tested to
depths of three metres, is now available. The
player comes with a double set of exclusive
‘underwater’ + ‘overwater’ headphones, FM radio
tuner and integrated LCD display. Arena has also
recently launched a competitively priced range of
swimwear for children.

How do you think Arena swimmers
will perform at the Olympics?
There is huge confidence that Arena swimmers
will perform very well at the Olympics. The
publicity surrounding swimming, starting with the
Eurosport TV coverage of the European
Championship in Eindhoven, followed by the
Olympic trials in Sheffield and then the World
Short Course in Manchester has raised the profile
of the sport tremendously for everyone’s benefit. SI
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Against oral-facial injuries and concussion
in rugby and other contact sports.

OPROshield the world’s most advanced self-fit mouthguard
Business Development Manager
Competitive Salary + Car Allowance – Home Based
OPRO is the leading international mouthguard manufacturer, supplying both
custom-fit and self-fit mouthguards the world over. Teams supplied include England,
Wales and Scotland Rugby, all 12 Guinness Premiership Rugby Clubs, England
Hockey and The Amateur Boxing Association of England. In 2007 OPRO was
awarded the Queen’s Award for Innovation in recognition of the company’s
groundbreaking work in improving children’s and sports players’ oral protection.
Following explosive growth since launching the OPROshield self-fit range last year,
we are now looking to appoint a Business Development Manager to take on a
territory east of the M1.
The successful candidate will be tasked with developing awareness of the OPRO
brand and product range within the independent retailer market in order to further
increase growth. We pride ourselves in the technological benefits of our product and
the product training, advice and personal service we offer the independent retailers
is of paramount importance. It is therefore essential that you are both outgoing and
self-motivated, with a genuine desire to develop an exciting new product range in a
competitive market. Working with a large degree of autonomy you will be
responsible for organising your own diary, managing your time effectively between
OPROshield and the traditional OPRO custom-fit business.

Wide front ‘V’ for
optimum adaptation

MADE
MA
ADE IN UK

Stretch zones to
allow OPROshield
to fit all mouths
Unique, patented
OPROfins which break
down on biting and
mould to teeth

Posterior buffer
pads for increased
concussion
protection

BEFORE FITTING

If you want to become part of this exciting young company,
please contact Richard Evans – Sales Manager – on 07880 725625
or email your CV to richard@opro.com

Wide open front
palate for optimum
breathing and speech

AFTER
FITTING

Model Shown
Gold Premium
*correct at time of going to press

England Rugby Football
Schools Union

England Hockey

English Lacrosse

OPRO, A1M Business Centre, 151 Dixons Hill Road, Welham Green, Hatfield, Herts. AL9 7JE UK
web: www.oproshield.com email: shieldsales@opro.com tel: +44(0)1707 261261 fax: +44(0)1707 278495

6894_08_1(J)

Sports Source Europe –

Global Base
for Sports
Sourcing

Sports Source Europe is the dynamic new sporting goods business platform, introduced to save time and travel when creating merchandise ranges. A wealth of sourcing
resources from textiles to equipment, footwear, apparel and accessories featured all
under one roof. It’s the chance to talk manufacturing with the best – right here in Europe.

www.sports-source-europe.com

INTERNATIONAL SOURCING TRADE FAIR
FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT AND APPAREL
29 JUNE - 01 JULY 08
AT THE M,O,C, MUNICH

for trade visitors only

PRODUCT FOCUS

WHAT’S

HOT

footdisc proactive insoles
Jonathan Hedges, the owner of MarSystems, talks us through the offering.

Can you give us some background
on the brand?
footdisc proactive insoles are the first insole to
offer a dynamic solution for overpronation,
normal pronation and supination. Established
biomechanical principles have linked common
foot types to these dynamic behaviours. footdisc
has recognised this and created three proactive
insoles that not only mirror these behaviours, but
provide the perfect interaction between the foot
and the footwear.
footdisc insoles have been researched and
developed by Currex, a German biomechanical
solutions company made up of sports science
experts, sports physicians and orthopaedic
technicians. The founder of the company is Bjorn
Gustafsson, who has an MA in sports
science/med and is a former world triathlon
champion. He has vast experience working as a
consultant for Nike, Asics, Mizuno and New
Balance. He has also worked with many worldclass athletes and has completed over 2,000 fullbodied gait analyses. With this knowledge, Bjorn
created footdisc insoles using high-tech materials
normally found in advanced orthotics and topend performance running shoes.

What are the key features and
benefits of the range?
■ Three shapes/behaviours per size accommodating the three key foot types.
■ The first of a new generation of insoles
combining cushioning properties with
functional control.
■ Designed specifically for sport.
■ footdisc has been awarded a patent for its
unique insole identification process. Using the
footdisc measuring device and a simple matrix,
you can accurately identify the correct insole for
your client.

■ Gel dots beneath the
big toe encourage the
foot into early propulsion.
■ They provide your customers with a huge
‘bang for buck’ purchase.

Why has the range sold so well?
■ Because they are a unique and superior
product based on sound biomechanical principles.
■ Quality product (seven different components
for each insole - compared to two-three for an
average/competitor’s insole).
■ Bang for buck - great retail price, and you get
a lot for it.
■ When using a footdisc measuring device, it is
quick and easy to provide customers with
valuable information about their foot function
and the insoles they need.
■ Efficient and helpful retail support.
■ Our extensive knowledge of the footwear and
insole/orthotic market.
■ Extensive retail training to allow customers to
best understand the benefits of the product.
■ We provide a manual entitled ‘Gait-lopedia’,
which is designed to up-skill staff on foot
biomechanics and how the insoles can reduce
common, foot-related injuries.
■ Easy-to-use ordering and swift
distribution options.

Who is it aimed at?
footdisc insoles are designed for anyone looking
to do some exercise, from intermittent gym users
and tennis players to serious and professional
athletes. By improving the function of the foot
and footwear, footdisc insoles will allow people
to exercise with peace of mind, knowing that
they have done as much as they can to limit
stress on the body.

How is it marketed?
footdisc insoles were launched in the UK in
January 2008, and we have already been able to
secure a wide range of specialist retail partners
that are very excited about the product. We
have employed a communications company to
help with PR in our target magazines and
national press. We are also placing customeroriented advertisements in sports specialist
magazines such as ‘Running Fitness’, ‘Rugby
World’ and ‘Ace Tennis’.
As we are providing a specialist sports
product, we are convinced that it is the
independent and specialist market where we will
see continued growth. It is the superior
knowledge of the staff in a specialist
environment that can best relay the benefits of
footdisc insoles to the customer.
We have developed exciting and innovative
point of sale systems and marketing materials to
illustrate the benefits of the products in-store
and help them stand out from the competition.

What’s the most effective way a
retailer can market the range?
One of footdisc’s key strap lines is ‘Tune Your
Foot’ - effectively you can tune every
performance sports shoe in your shop to be
‘cushion’, ‘support’ or ‘control’. This enables
retailers to place footdisc insoles into every shoe
sold. Practically all sport shoes provide a neutral
ride - that is to say they do not have any features
to assist overpronators, etc, like running shoes
do. By simply replacing the manufacturer’s insole
with a footdisc insole, you are going to change
the shoe to suit your customer’s foot behaviour.
We supply POS that you can leave by your
football, hockey and rugby boots to ask the
question: ‘niggling pain? ‘Then Tune Your Foot’. SI

■ footdisc has a unique auto-fit heel cup. The
3D arch profile and memory foam provide outof-the-box fit and comfort.
■ footdisc insoles help to reduce the risk of
injury. The deep auto-fit heel cup helps to
reduce the velocity of pronation - the biggest
threat to injury.
■ Gel pads beneath the heel improve
shock absorption.
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153
NOT
OUT…
Manufacturing cricket bats since 1855,
Gray-Nicolls is where age-old tradition
meets true innovation. Jeff James reports
Seldom do you see such an outstanding combination of
precision engineering and traditional craftsmanship
than at cricket manufacturer Gray-Nicolls’
Robertsbridge headquarters in East Sussex.
The 153-year-old family-owned company’s 10-acre
site is home to a fascinating manufacturing process
that’s described by Richard Gray, Gray-Nicolls sales and
marketing director, as: "Unique to the industry". Along
with fellow directors Nick, Neil, Paul and Jason Gray,
Richard is the great grandson of the company’s founder,
Henry John Gray, a former world rackets champion and
cricketer. After a number of holiday jobs in the familyrun business at home and abroad, Richard spent a year
at Grays in 1987, returning in 1994 after six years with
Procter & Gamble. Today his role is to lead the
company's marketing and sales teams.
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An intriguing part of the process is the company’s willow
replenishment programme, which was pioneered nearly 100
years ago. More recently, the company decided to become
self-sufficient in willow, and this has now been achieved
with a significant expansion of its timber processing
department at Robertsbridge. Richard explains: “GrayNicolls grows, fells and processes all its own English willow.
Felled anywhere, but mainly across the south-eastern part of
the country, the trees are transported to Robertsbridge,
where they are processed into clefts, graded and seasoned
to ensure perfect moisture content. New trees are then
planted in their place to ensure continuity of supply for the
long term.
“Around 30,000 bats are made in this fashion by GrayNicolls every year under the watchful eye of the company’s
highly experienced craftsmen. There’s an on-site mill to
facilitate the production process, where when ready the clefts
are milled to size and pressed at approximately 2,000lbs per
square inch. This produces the drive and durability that is
essential for good performance.
“Meanwhile, cane handles, manufactured in our hockey
stick factory, are turned to the correct specification in
Robertsbridge. Each handle is then hand-fitted to the blade.
The toes and shoulders are then cut out before the partfinished bats are all hand-crafted by our bat-makers to ensure
perfect pick-up and balance. The blades are then sanded and
buffed, the handles bound with twine and the grips applied.
Each bat is then graded for performance and the correct
labels are applied.”
Factory manager Tony Woodall has just clocked up his
50th year with the firm, as did Richard Saunders, who retired
in 2005 - Grays’ 150th anniversary year. Irving Spates and
John Gasson, the company’s master bat maker, are not far
behind. Gasson first came to work for Gray-Nicolls at the age
of 16 and has developed over the years into an expert in all
fields of cricket bat manufacture.
Says Richard: “The way we make bats has changed little
during this time, and if anything there is more hand-making
involved in today’s thick-edged bowed bats than there has
been for many years.”

“Around 30,000
bats are made in
this fashion by
Gray-Nicolls every
year under the
watchful eye of the
company’s highly
experienced
craftsmen”

Strong portfolio
Since the company opened for business, Grays has developed
a strong portfolio of brands through a combination of
organic growth and acquisition. Some of the companies
bought by Grays include John Wisden (including the famous
cricketer’s almanack), Edwards (fishing tackle), Taylor Rolph
(bowls), Sams Brothers (snooker), Vicourt (badminton) and
Dukes Cricket Balls. These have since been sold on or have
faded away over time.
Gray-Nicolls was formed in 1940 through the merger of
HJ Gray and Sons and LJ Nicolls, a company that supplied
WG Grace with his record-breaking bat with which he scored
his 100th century in May 1894. In 1941 the company started
to manufacture cricket balls and later acquired the ball maker
Hitchcocks of Hildenborough in Kent.
Gray-Nicolls' reputation grew on the back of such
innovations as the first covered bat, the first ‘shoulderless’
Superlite bat and the revolutionary Steel Spring handle
technology. Not one to rest on its laurels, the company broke
new ground in 1974 with the Scoop bat, which used the
perimeter weighting technology from golf clubs to
redistribute weight from the centre to the edges of the bat,
thus creating a significantly larger sweet spot. It was so
popular Gray-Nicolls could not make enough of the bats to
meet demand.
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Twenty years after its launch, Brian Lara used the Scoop
2000 to break the then record for the highest individual test
innings of 375 in Antigua. Using the same bat, the West
Indies’ legend followed this performance by hitting 501 at
Edgbaston for Warwickshire against Durham, breaking the
record for the highest individual first-class innings. The knock
included 308 in boundaries - 10 sixes and 62 fours.
The company is also a pioneer in the field of marketing.
It was the first to sell player-endorsed cricket bats and could
count among its patrons the likes of Tony Greig, Mike
Brearley, Graham Gooch, Clive Lloyd, the Chappell brothers,
Chris Cairns, Mike Atherton, Nasser Hussain, Sunil Gavaskar
and Andrew Strauss. In 1965 the captains of all five testplaying countries (Ted Dexter, Richie Benaud, Sir Frank
Worrell, John Reid and Trevor Goddard) all used Gray-Nicolls
bats. In the 1970s Gray-Nicolls was the first company to
introduce both coloured bats and coloured labels on bats.
Throughout the eighties Gray-Nicolls enjoyed continued
success thanks to the performances of England captain David
Gower, Chris Tavare, Allan Border, Javed Miandad and Jeff
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Dujon, among others, who all
wielded the company's bats with
great effect. Particular highlights
during this decade include the fastest
ever hundred scored by David
Hookes, who hit a century off just 34
deliveries with his GN blade, and Sunil
Gavaskar breaking Don Bradman's
record for test centuries with a Scoop
at his side.

Rugby acquisitions
Gray-Nicolls launched a range of
footwear in the 1990s, along with the
innovative Elite long blade, Sabre and
Millennium bats. Also in the 1990s,
Gray-Nicolls Australia, under the
stewardship of brothers Nick and Jason
Gray, acquired Steeden Rugby League
Balls and the County cricket brand. After
a serious fire and floods hit the Robertsbridge site at the
turn of the millennium, Grays acquired Gilbert Rugby and
Netball in 2002, which transformed the company into a
year-round operation.
The Rugby World Cup in Australia in 2003 showcased the
latest product of Gilbert’s ball development programme - the
Xact match ball. As a result of the ball’s performance in the
lead-up to the
tournament, the All Blacks
and The British and Irish
Lions switched their
allegiance to Gilbert’s balls
for a period, joining South
Africa, England, Scotland,
Ireland, Wales, France and
a host of other nations,
clubs and tournaments
around the world.
At the same time,
Gray-Nicolls continued to
deliver - firsts for the
company included the
hand-crafted bowed bats
Longbow and Powerbow, the introduction of titanium and
carbon handles, new edge tec technology and coloured
cricket clothing. On the international scene, more runs were
scored with Gray-Nicolls’ bats in the 2003 World Cup than
with any other brand.
Alongside rugby, cricket is the most important part of the
Grays business (other brands include Grays Racquets and
Grays Hockey). Explains Richard: “The cricket market enjoyed
three fantastic years during and following the riveting 2005
Ashes series. This year feedback from the trade suggests that
the market seems to have slowed a little, but we feel that this
is primarily due to the terrible summer weather-wise in 2007.”

number of our international
stars will endorse it over the
summer. We continue to
offer five bat families, which
all have their own unique profile and distinctive
cosmetic. The Nitro pad and glove collection complement
the impressive look of the bat. The unique design of the Nitro
Pro Performance pad reiterates the Gray-Nicolls philosophy ‘where tradition
meets innovation’.”
Improvements have
also been made to GrayNicolls’ 2008 shoe range,
says Nick: “The ICE XP
heads the range and
boasts a mix of pure
leather and mesh
ventilation, providing
supreme comfort and
support. In 2007 GrayNicolls revamped its
already successful
clothing range by
introducing the ICE XP
shirt and trouser combination. The ICE XP offers the latest in
breathable fabrics and ventilation, providing optimum
comfort. In addition, a new range of training wear has been
developed to meet the demands of players both on and off
the field.”
Gray-Nicolls’ footwear, helmets and clothing are now
being used at the highest level - and the company has
pledged to invest heavily in both the development and
promotion of these products and in new product categories.
In addition, China is an emerging market that Gray-Nicolls is
currently monitoring closely. Once banned by the country’s
communist regime as a sport played by imperialists, the
Chinese Cricket Association is hoping to attract 60,000 active
players by 2012 and 150,000 by 2020.
Says Richard: “We expect that the 2009 Ashes Series in
England will reignite the public’s interest in the game and we
are hoping that Gray-Nicolls will be well represented by players
such as Hayden, Jacques and Symonds of Australia and Cook,
Strauss, Swann, Anderson and Tremlett of England.”
The future of Gray-Nicolls look to be in safe hands. A
spectacular England victory against the Aussies next year
would help the company towards its double century in
business very nicely indeed. SI

“Gray-Nicolls’ footwear, helmets and
clothing are now being used at the
highest level - and the company has
pledged to invest heavily in both the
development and promotion of these
products and in new product
categories. In addition, China is an
emerging market that Gray-Nicolls is
currently monitoring closely”

Good sales
Despite a flat market, Gray-Nicolls enjoyed good sales across
the board last year. The Fusion bat, with its hi-tech ultra
lightweight carbon-fibre handle, was the star performer for
the company in 2007, although this year the Nitro bat, which
has been specifically designed for Essex and England's Alistair
Cook, has overtaken the Fusion in sales terms.
“2008 has seen the successful introduction of the Nitro
into our bat range,” says Nick Wilton, the firm’s cricket
product manager and a former Sussex cricketer. “Cook and a

ABOVE LEFT: Richard
Gray with a Grays’ bat
made for the Prince of
Wales in 1895
ABOVE: Nick Wilton,
Gray-Nicolls’ cricket
product manager and a
former Sussex player, trys
the Nitro for size
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THE PARETO PRINCIPLE

Principle for
success

To streamline your sales
you need to understand
Pareto’s 80/20 principle. Tony James reports
You launch an ambitious sales promotion
and the results are disappointing. So are
mail-shots, discount offers and seemingly
irresistible end-of-season sales. If it’s any
consolation, it’s probably not the fault of
your goods or staff. There’s a good chance
that you could be the latest victim of what’s
known as the ‘80/20 principle’, which decrees
that as a rule of thumb 80 per cent of sales
come from 20 per cent of customers.
So unless you can identify and target that
elusive 20 per cent of people who are almost
certain to buy from you, you could be wasting an
awful lot of time and money. In simple terms, the
theory - also known as the Pareto Principle, after
an obscure Italian economist, Vilfredo Pareto, who
died 100 years ago - centres on what has been
called ‘the vital few and the trivial many’.

Consistent
“Pareto’s 80-20 principle would seem to run
through all today’s business activities like lettering
in a stick of rock,” says London University
economist Dr Alan Gaffney, author of ‘The
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Pareto Principal And You’. “For example, studies
show that 20 per cent of stock takes up 80 per
cent of warehouse space, 80 per cent of sales
come from 20 per cent of sales staff and 20 per
cent of defects cause 80 per cent of problems.”
In another survey it was found that when it
came to bad debts, 80 per cent of money owed
invariably came from around 20 per cent of
debtors. And 80 per cent of the profits in your
industry are made by 20 per cent of retailers.
“Pareto’s Law is really about concentrating
on what is important,” Dr Gaffney says. “Part of
making the law work for you is deciding the
order in which jobs should be done and which
will have the highest pay-off. Remember, urgent
jobs aren’t necessarily the most profitable, but
they often get priority. We found that many busy
but struggling retailers were spending 80 per
cent of their time achieving 20 per cent of their
goals. This is obviously crazy business sense.”
The key to the Pareto Principle is that a
large percentage of problems are the result of a
small percentage of causes. Thus an employer is
likely to find that around 80 per cent of the

company’s absenteeism is caused
by 20 per cent of workers. So by focusing on
those who skip work most frequently, bosses
can get maximum return for minimum effort.
Similar analyses can help you answer such
vital questions as: which customers produce
most sales? Which product defects cost the
most to repair? Which markets show the most
growth potential? No wonder management
consultants are now applying the Pareto
Principle across the business spectrum from total
quality management (TQM) to stock control and
customer service.
“It’s amazing the number of times the
80/20 rule lets you sift through the garbage,”
says Paul Harrison, a Manchester Business
School management expert. “Whatever’s
important invariably rises to the top. The value
of the 80/20 rule for an independent retailer is
that it reminds you that of all the things you do
during your day, only about 20 per cent really
matters and produces worthwhile results. If
something in your schedule has to go, make
sure it’s not part of that 20 per cent.”

“A quickly-done, easilygrasped Pareto chart can
function as a trusted
partner to bounce ideas
off, to warn of mistakes
and help keep the focus
on potential problems
and opportunities”

Superstar Management
The most recent spin-off from the Pareto
Principal is what’s called ‘Superstar
Management’, which claims that since only 20
per cent of a business’s staff produce 80 per
cent of the results, they’re the people who
should get most of your attention and
encouragement.
The Pareto Principle
can help you avoid
sales failure

“The only problem with that theory,” says
Paul Harrison, “is that it overlooks the fact that
80 per cent of your time should be spent doing
what is really important. Helping the good
become better is better use of your time than
helping the great become terrific. Apply the
Pareto Principal to all you do, but use it wisely.”
All of which would no doubt have surprised
and delighted Vilfredo Pareto, who formulated
his theory to try to explain why 20 per cent of
Italians owned 80 per cent of the country’s
wealth. Originally calling his discovery ‘The Law
of the Trivial Many and the Critical Few’, Pareto
was convinced that in most business activities 80
per cent of the potential value can be achieved
by 20 per cent effort and that one can spend the
remaining 80 per cent with little return.
Today the Pareto Principle is being
increasingly taught in TQM programmes,
usually as part of statistical process control
(SPC), a maths-laden subject used to control
quality. The basic SPC tool is a simple bar chart
that ranks problems in descending order,
usually based on how often they occur. Most
computer spreadsheets can easily turn data into
bar charts. What can be a bit more challenging
is gathering data and deciding what criteria to
use for ranking.
Frequency and cost are most commonly
used, but they are not the only factors that
should be considered. Manufacturers, for
instance, can rank problems by frequency, then
cost, then by the length of time and investment
required to put the problems right. The results,
put on a bar chart, should show which problems
can be fixed most quickly at the least cost for
the most return.
Mark Henricks, a retail consultant who’s
made a study of the 80/20 rule, quotes the case
of a sports goods wholesaler that had been
suffering shipment losses. But which of the
many trucking companies the firm had under
contract were the culprits?
“After days were spent checking on
companies without result, Pareto analysis was
used to identify the firms responsible for the bulk
of the problems,” Henricks says. “The difficulties
were cleared up with a few phone calls.”

Tools
Pareto analysis is easy to learn and most of us
already have the necessary tools like computer
graphing software and data such as complaint
logs, error tallies and sales records, but Henricks
warns that Pareto isn’t infallible. “Pareto by itself
may not always get you to the end result, but it
will usually give you some important indicators
as to what’s gone wrong when there is a
question of effectiveness versus diminishing
returns on effort, expense or time,” he says.
Here are ways in which the Pareto Principle
has recently been a valuable aid to retailers:
■ Costs. To reduce costs, identify which 20 per
cent is using 80 per cent of your resources. If they
are not top profit generators, make changes.
■ Personal productivity. At least 80 per cent of
our work time can be spent on trivial activities.

Identify which activities are of most value and
delegate or discontinue the rest.
■ Product mix. Identify customer groups with
shared characteristics and put these groups into
market segments. Pareto decrees that 80 per
cent of profits will be derived from 20 per cent
of these segments. Says Henricks: “If costs are
allocated to segments in ratio to their
profitability, overall profits will increase if the less
profitable segments are discontinued.”
■ Profits. Consultants claim that to increase
profits you must focus attention on the top 20
per cent of customers, rank them in order of
profitability and focus sales activities on them.
But remember that according to Pareto, 20 per
cent of customers generate 80 per cent of
revenue, and 20 per cent yield 80 per cent of
the profits. Problem is, the two groups are not
necessarily the same.
Studies at Chicago University Business
School, headed by Dr Arthur Hafner, claim that
it’s hard to escape from the influence of
Pareto’s Principle. “For any business, particularly
one experiencing sales or turnover problems, it’s
worth giving the Pareto Principle a whirl,” says
Dr Alan Gaffney. “A quickly done, easily
grasped Pareto chart can function as a trusted
partner to bounce ideas off, to warn of
mistakes and help keep the focus on potential
problems and opportunities. So many people
put so much effort into things that are destined
to offer a low return. Pareto forces you to look
down the road and see what’s coming.
Whatever the problem, at least you can’t say
you haven’t been warned.” SI

WHAT IT CAN DO
Research involving over 1,000 US
businesses, from General Motors to corner
stores, show that the ubiquitous 80/20 rule
can have an effect on virtually every aspect
of commerce.
FOR INSTANCE:
■ 80 per cent of advertising results come
from 20 per cent of a campaign.
■ 80 per cent of phone calls are to 20 per
cent of people we know.
■ 80 per cent of production is generated
during 20 per cent of work time.
■ 80 per cent of decisions are made in 20
per cent of meeting time.
■ 80 per cent of what we wear comes from
20 per cent of our clothes.
■ 80 per cent of growth comes from 20 per
cent of products.
■ 80 per cent of staff problems come from
20 per cent of employees.
■ 80 per cent of website traffic comes from
20 per cent of pages.
■ 80 per cent of urban traffic travels on 20
per cent of roads.
■ 80 per cent of sales come from 20 per
cent of the sales force.
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ETHICAL BUSINESS

Fair

trade

Dave Howell reports on how you
can improve your company’s
ethical credentials

For all store owners,
taking on board green
issues is now more
important than ever

Over the past two years retailers have
come under increasing pressure to improve
the ethical stance of their businesses. Green
issues have become an important
commercial component for even the
smallest of traders that have witnessed
consumers demanding the businesses they
patronise look closely at how they can
improve their green qualifications.
Ethical trading doesn’t have a universal
definition as it is often used as an umbrella
term to describe any moves that a business
makes to improve its environmental impact. The
Ethical Trade Initiative states: “Ethical trade
tends to be associated with
activities undertaken by
multinational companies to
address and improve working
conditions in what are often vast
and complex supply chains.
Although small and medium-sized
sourcing companies may not have
the resources and leverage of large
multinationals, we believe they still bear a
responsibility towards the workers involved in
making their products, and can and should seek
to source ethically. And the fact that smaller
companies often have far fewer suppliers and
closer relationships with them than large
companies may actually make it easier for them
to get their suppliers to improve.”

opportunity to do this. Increasingly, you will
have to take note of ethical issues, as they
become an accepted component of your
customers’ buying decisions.
What has become clear is that for all
businesses ethical trading issues are not a fad in
the market place. If your store can leverage the
ethical components of its supply chain to
customers, this can be a useful and highly
effective differentiator. Joanna Daniels, deputy
director of Marketplace, Business in the
Community, a movement of over 800
companies committed to improving their
positive impact on society, says: “I think many

for green products grows,
retailers will naturally want to
fill their shelves with products
that meet that demand.
Retailers buying brands need
to be asking the right
questions. Where are your
factories? Do you use child labour? If they
have concerns, they need to do due diligence.
We’re all in this together. Everyone has to do
their part to make sure we are bringing
products to the market that exceed consumer
expectations and are minimising their impact
on the environment.”

“What has become clear is that for all
businesses ethical trading issues are not
a fad in the market place”

Cost-effective
Independent sports retailers can easily improve
their ethical business standing, as it doesn’t have
to mean a large investment in capital. Often,
switching to a different supplier can give you an
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business should communicate their green
credentials if they can back this up, but many
talk about green issues without really having any
substance to those claims. Really this comes
down to responsible marketing. We see these
issues for businesses as a means of building
trust and integrity as part of an overall corporate
responsibility initiative. But this has to link back
into your core products and services.”
Scott Armstrong, CEO of computer-bag
manufacturer Brenthaven, which has taken
major steps to move its business to more
sustainable practices, says: “As a retailer, your
goal is to put products on the shelves that
connect with your customer. As the demand

Don’t dismiss it

For the smaller enterprise it’s easy
to simply dismiss the green issue
as nothing more than a passing
fad, and any implementation of
more ethical trading procedures
merely a drain on your business’s
resources. The Ethical Trade Initiative believes
that any size of enterprise could benefit by
making some small changes to how it
approaches its ethical trading: “There are lots
of reasons why it makes good business sense
to source ethically. For example, some
companies have found that the increased
communication with suppliers entailed in
implementing an ethical sourcing strategy can
help build trust among suppliers and so increase
efficiency in their supply chain.
“Larger public companies can also attract
investment, as ethically motivated investors
grow in number. For many small businesses, the
primary business motivation for sourcing

ethically is as a source of market differentiation
with their customers. There are many signs that
conscientious consumers are growing in
number, prompting many small companies to
market themselves and/or their products as
‘ethical’ or ‘fairly traded’.”
For all store owners, taking on board green
issues, including those of ethical trading, is now
more important than ever. You may believe that
ethical issues haven’t touched your store yet, but
talking to your customers could reveal that these
issues are becoming important to them. Larger
companies are realising that ethical issues will
become an increasingly important trading
component over the next few years. If smaller
enterprises are to maintain their market share,
they must also make changes to their operations.
For the small-store owner, having an impact
on the supply chain they are a part of can seem
like an almost impossible task. But you may be
surprised that opening a dialogue with your
suppliers could reveal a mutual desire to move to
more ethical practices. The sportswear sector has
over the past few years been heavily criticised,
with some manufacturers coming into the firing
line about their manufacturing processes. Ethicalbusiness lobbyists have been very vocal in their
condemnation of some practices. This hasn’t
gone unnoticed by your customers.
Manufacturers in the sports trade have
realised that they must improve the ethics of
their manufacturing process, which can in turn
help them develop a deeper corporate social
responsibility (CSR) that end-consumers who
walk into your store or visit your website will
have as a component of their buying decision.
Nike has stated that: “Helping to improve
contract factory conditions and enhance
protection of worker’s rights continues to be
one of Nike’s most important corporateresponsibility efforts. It is the combined efforts
of corporations, government, trade

unions and non-governmental organisations
that will bring about systemic change.”
In a recent poll, SEE Potential, which
provides evaluation, benchmarking and
accreditation services to help businesses improve
their CSR, revealed that CSR is an issue that
polarises business opinion sharply. Just under
half (41 per cent) of those polled said that they
think CSR is just tokenism, but the majority (54
per cent) think that CSR does have a valuable
role to play in business. The respondents who
said that CSR has value are clearly convinced of
the tangible benefits it can bring to their
business. Nearly a half of those polled (49 per
cent) believe that CSR can help their business
achieve a competitive advantage, 38 per cent
believe it can help increase shareholder value
and 34 per cent think it can deliver a
measurable return on investment.
There is, however, widespread uncertainty
regarding how to take CSR forward. Forty per
cent of those polled said that their business
should develop a CSR policy, but that they don’t
have a clear view as to how they should proceed.
Of those polled 79 per cent said that they believe
their business should be tackling environmental
issues, 65 per cent that their business should also
be tackling ethical issues and 56 per cent that it
should also be tackling social issues.

Scrutiny
Says Joanna Daniels: “What we are seeing is that
businesses in the past would market their goods,
and customers would believe what they were
told. Today there is a lot more scrutiny of
businesses, and not simply the goods they
sell but right along the supply chain.
What businesses are finding is that the
closer relationship they can develop
with their suppliers the better they can
manage their businesses.”
What is important for your business
is not to fall into the ‘greenwashing’ trap.
Many businesses purport to have green or
ethical credentials, but on closer scrutiny this
fails to materialise in any tangible way. This
damages the business’s brand, and erodes
customer loyalty. Michael Solomon, managing
director of SEE Potential, argues that
businesses should stop attempting to ‘do
CSR’ and instead pay closer heed to the
market place. “Simply doing CSR is not
an option,” he says. “We measured
consumer attitudes to business and their
approach to social, environmental and
ethical issues in 2005 and again in 2007, a
time when more and more businesses
were claiming to be green and
responsible. The
results: cynicism,
scepticism and
distrust grew
markedly across
all 10 of the
areas we tested.”
Says Joanna
Daniels: “I think

RESOURCES
SEE Potential
www.seepotential.com
Tel: 020 7749 0630
Ethical Trading Initiative
www.ethicaltrade.org
Tel: 020 7841 5180
Ethical trade - a comprehensive guide
for companies
www.ethicaltrade.org/Z/
resrcs/wkbk/index.shtml
Institute of Business Ethics
www.ibe.org.uk
Tel: 020 7798 6044
Business In The Community
www.bitc.org.uk
Tel: 020 7566 8650
that there has been a large shift in businesses
generally who are now taking ethical
business seriously, and also that this
sector is not just about
philanthropy any longer. In the
sports retail sector you clearly
have companies like Nike that
have had to improve their
business’s ethical standing in
face of market shifts. But what
you must not do is necessarily
use what these larger companies
are doing and apply this to smaller
companies, as this may not be
appropriate and may not fit their
business models.”
Ethical trading is no
longer just a buzzword, or
something that larger
companies develop as part of
their CSR programmes. Every
business must now take notice
of the ethical issues impacting their
market. For the sports retailer, ethical issues are
more important then ever. SEE Potential’s
Michael Solomon concluded in the company’s
last market report: “Managers who neglect
social, environmental and
ethical issues do so at
their peril. Ultimately,
the changing business
environment will
make it more cost
and time effective to
be honest, open,
transparent and
accountable than not. The rewards for getting
it right will increase, as will the price for getting
it wrong.”
You now have an enlightened
customer base that will increasingly
demand that you offer them goods that
have been ethically sourced and
manufactured. Moving your business
to a more ethical stance is now a
commercial imperative you can’t ignore.
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

Does Wimbledon increase consumer spending on tennis product?
The NPD Group thinks not
With Wimbledon 2008 just around the corner (the
tournament starts on June 23), the media hype
surrounding British hopefuls such as Andy Murray is
cranking up a gear. The reality is that Andy Murray is our
best and only hope of reaching the last 16, but he’s had
a very mixed bag of results so far this year. That won’t
stop media speculation and expectation though, as we
all see him having much more of a chance of winning
the title than former British number one, Tim Henman.
The lack of top-flight professional tennis players in this
country would most likely lead some to think that consumer
spending in Britain on footwear and apparel strictly for
playing tennis would be relatively small compared to other
European countries. The strength in depth across Europe far
outweighs Britain and shows no sign of slowing.

Important market
On a global level, tennis is a very important market and NPD’s
Global Estimate for 2006* reports that spending on tennis
products amounts to over $5.5billion (€4.1billion), with
Europe, the US and Asia all contributing a similar amount to
the total. This estimation includes tennis footwear used for
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sport as well as tennis-inspired leisure footwear, tennis
apparel used for sport as well as tennis inspired leisure
apparel, plus equipment, including tennis racquets.
Within Europe, the UK represents one of the larger
countries when it comes to overall spend on tennis-related
products at over $280 (€207million). This figure includes both
footwear and apparel products manufactured for playing
tennis and leisure usage, as well as equipment.
Utilising NPD’s consumer panel services, Britain remains a
key European market for money spent on footwear and
apparel used solely for tennis. Among the big five European
countries (Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy and Spain),
just under €250million is spent on specific tennis use
footwear and apparel. Great Britain is the second largest
country when it comes to spend at around €65million (26%),
just behind Germany (see Fig 1). In Britain the split between
footwear and apparel is approximately 60/40, whilst in
Germany a greater proportion is spent on apparel.

Sales surge
Statistics show a surge in tennis sales in the summer months,
but is this generated by Wimbledon? The trends would

suggest not, as most buying takes place in the early part of the
summer prior to the tournament. Certainly more people are
made aware of tennis because of Wimbledon, but club
members will have already been playing throughout the year,
with more players dusting off the racquet cobwebs as the
warmer weather arrives in April and May.
Furthermore, schools only introduce tennis into the curriculum
in the terms either side of the summer holiday, while recreational
players utilising publicly available courts will also be turning out as
the warmer weather arrives. All this happens before Wimbledon,
as does the purchasing of tennis-related product.
Wimbledon still plays an important role in promoting the
game and getting youngsters interested in the sport in Great
Britain. We just need a few more top-ranking players to help
attract more young people to the sport at an early age. SI

AELTC

*NPD Global Estimate provides a market size estimate globally, by
continent, by key country, by sport and by footwear/apparel/equipment.
The 2007 report will be available in June 2008. For further information
on this, or the NPD consumer panel service, contact a member of the NPD
Group sports team on 01932 355580.

AELTC
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FITNESS & HEALTH CLUBS

fitness

fanatics

Consumers are continually looking to improve their diets and live a healthy lifestyle,
ensuring the health and fitness club market continues to boom, says Catherine Eade
Research conducted by Mintel last year
found that 11 per cent of adults in the UK or around seven million people - claim to
use a private health and fitness club, while
18 per cent use a public facility such as a
leisure centre.
That this 11 per cent is a captive audience
for purchasing sports products has not escaped
the notice of health and fitness club owners,
many of whom have introduced point of sale
items into their facilities to boost profits - and
customer satisfaction.
As ‘Sports Insight’ found last month, more
and more independent health clubs and gyms
are waking up to the idea that selling the right
fitness products can add significant revenue.
While products such as goggles and
swimwear, racquets and sports supports are just
some of the obvious contenders for such point
of sale, there is another sector that many believe
could prove hugely successful in fitness and
health clubs.

Sports nutrition
The sports nutrition market in Europe is set to
surpass the £3billion mark by 2010 and is
outstripping growth in North America, a report
by 3A Business Consulting revealed recently. The
study shows that it is not just professional
athletes who seek out such products, but also
everyday consumers looking to improve their
diet and live a healthy lifestyle.

“This is a prosperous business segment moving
from consumer groups of professional athletes to
recreational exercisers and lifestyle users,” says 3A
Business Consulting’s Karin Nielsen. “The market
sees growth rates beyond other foods and
beverages and clearly demonstrates how products
following the trends of healthy lifestyle, exercise and
nutrition are combined in this area.”
Other analysts agree that the sports nutrition
market has seen phenomenal growth in the last
five years in some countries. Mintel valued the UK
2006 market at £207million - a growth of 122.6
per cent since 2001.

Business potential
Nielsen says: “We believe that new functional and
nutritional quality proteins, carbohydrates that
regulate blood sugar levels, as well as a craving of
naturalness in all foods and drinks will give the
sports nutrition sector a very high business
potential.” The European market for
carbohydrates and sweeteners in sports nutrition
is estimated to be worth £59million, growing to
approximately £75million in 2010, with the
highest growth rates seen on complex
carbohydrates and special blends.
SK Sports Supplies is one nutrition company
that has decided to sell its range of sports
nutrition through health clubs. Tracey Kiami,
general manager of SK Sports Supplies, says:
“There is no doubt that the sports nutrition sector
is very competitive and is showing healthy

growth. Nutrition products are best sold in gyms
and health and fitness clubs as people obviously
go there to train and keep fit, so the product
placement is very strong.”
Kiami says the company’s nutrition range
sells extremely well, adding: “We do a wide
range of supplements including protein bars,
energy bars, fat loss products, weight gain
products, flapjacks, powders, energy drinks and
fat burner drinks, plus a wide range of
supplements including joint products. We also
sell our own range of training accessories,
including gloves, training belts, skipping ropes
and boxing and martial arts accessories.
“Many gym staff - particularly personal
trainers - display a good knowledge of optimum
nutrition, which can be very useful for their
clients, but it is often a good idea to provide
training on particular products - something SK
Sports Supplies is happy to do.
“Gyms are usually well informed about
nutrition. However, some health clubs like us to
offer staff training regarding our products,
which we can easily do. With the correct
information it then becomes easy for staff to
recommend certain products.” With the proven
growth in this market, as a health or fitness club
it may well be worth considering whether
supplements and other nutrition products are
the way to add value for clients - and boost
profits for the business. As Kiami says: “Sports
nutrition is a profitable business.” SI
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FITNESS & HEALTH CLUBS
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FITNESS &
HEALTH CLUBS
VYOFIT TETRA
Great tasting, scientifically formulated and fortified with vitamins and minerals, VyoFit is ideal for anyone who
wants to put the best in and get the best out of their body.
The VyoFit ready-to-drink, aspartame-free, low-fat formula provides 21.5g of high-quality protein,
which is what your body needs to help build new muscle; 21.5g of
carbohydrates, which can help provide your body with energy for
maximum performance; and a wide spectrum of vitamins and minerals
that your body needs to help you build muscle and promote optimum
recovery when used in conjunction with a balanced diet and regular
exercise regime.
MAXI FORCE ENERGY DRINK
A guarana and caffeine energy boosting drink, perfect for endurance sports
or intensive exercise. The ingredients used have been chosen to help
improve performance and stamina and help to reduce the effects of
tiredness and fatigue.
Maxi Force is a great-tasting, refreshing,
fruit flavoured drink that is available in sparkling or still.
For more information call Samir or Tracey Kiami on +44 (0)161 865 8555,
email tracey@sksports.co.uk or visit www.sksports.co.uk
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GROUP

www.sportindustry.biz

RUCANOR
Rucanor apparel products are already being used by
specialist suppliers to the fitness, health club and
leisure centre sector where the Custer shorts and
Dan pants have proved to be particularly popular as
staff uniform.
However, there are many other products in
Rucanor’s 170-plus page ‘Never out of Stock’
catalogue that are relevant to the fitness and
health club market and are ideally suited for use in
many of the activities and classes taking place on a
day-to-day basis.
For aerobics there are two models of heightadjustable step, a balance board, exercise mats,
aerobic bands and toning rings, whilst for those
seeking more gentle exercise there are gym balls, yoga
mats and blocks and toning balls.
Products for the gym range from fitness gloves to
weights benches, with hand grips, push-up bars, solid
dumbbells, and weight discs and bars also included as
stock lines, together with a choice of eight models of
swimming goggles, pool shoes, various hats, and
armbands for those clubs with a pool.
Rucanor also stocks a wide selection of related
equipment such as drinks bottles, skip ropes, heart
rate monitors and stopwatches, plus a full range of
neoprene and elasticated supports.
For further information on these or any other
products from the Rucanor range, call the Sales
Hotline Number: 0845 2300147.
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New VyoMax Lite Bar
• 15g Protein with
no aftertaste
• Low Glycaemic Index
• Less than 3g Saturated
Fat per Bar
• Aspartame Free Sweetened with Sucralose
• Not Genetically Modified
• No Hydrogenated Fat
• Added Fibre to help keep
hunger at bay

Ideal as a
handy snack to help
you get through the day.
The taste and texture of these bars is second to
none, make your tastebuds zing with Lemon Crunch,
try a taste of the exotic with Coconut Crunch and indulge
yourself with Chocolate Crunch.

Try them for yourself today!

Order Online at www.sksports.co.uk or Telephone us on 0161 865 8555
e-mail info@sksports.co.uk
Available from all good gyms, sports nutrition & health food stores.

Revolutionary
Sci-MX Nutrition has recently launched an all-inone lean muscle gain formula called OmniMX™. Inspired by the Latin word Omni meaning
’everything, all’, Omni-MX™ is now available!
Sci-MX Nutrition believes Omni-MX™ is Britain’s
best all-in-one lean muscle building formula and
it contains proven, tried and tested ingredients
that increase muscle size, strength and power.
The retail price for a 1.68 kg, 24 serving
pack is £45.99. This equates to £1.91 per
serving which compares favourably with the
UK’s best known all-in-one formula in terms of
value as well as nutritional profile, making
Omni-MX™ unquestionably superior to any
similar product.
Each daily serving of Omni-MX™ provides
an optimum dose of 70g of GRS-5™ protein
blend, 10g creatine, 10g l-glutamine, 3g HMB,
2g beta-alanine, 11g BCAA’s, ecdysterone,

New all-in-one lean
muscle gain formula
from Sci-MX Nutrition

chromium and Bioperine™. Available
in delicious banana, chocolate and strawberry
flavours.
Whether you want
to build muscle size,
burn fat, increase
strength and
power, improve
your physical
appearance by
getting into
shape, or
enhance your
sports
performance, SciMX Nutrition
offers a range of
nutritional
supplements to help you achieve your goal.

thumbs up
Sci-MX gets the thumbs up from
Rugby’s top echelons.
Sci-MX Nutrition is the official sports supplement partner to the Guinness
Premiership rugby side Worcester Warriors for the 2007/2008/2009
season, with matches televised live on Sky Sports and the BBC, where the
Sci-MX logo on players’ kits is displayed to an average of 1.2 million
viewers per game throughout the 8 month season. Sci-MX’s nutritional
advisors work closely with the team and coaching staff to ensure that they
follow the most effective nutrition plans for their specific physical needs,
position and training regime.
Team captain and England cap, Pat Sanderson, recently said “I’ve tried
just about every brand of supplement that exists. The Sci-MX range is the
most effective and offers the widest variety of products, covering every
aspect of muscle building and conditioning. Pro athletes cannot wager
using poorly manufactured products due to the risk of contamination. SciMX’s stringent quality control and batch testing gives me complete peace
of mind so that I can focus on what I do best”
Sci-MX Nutrition has also been appointed as the official supplement
supplier to the Irish Rugby Football Union (IRFU). As a prestigious
international rugby union, the IRFU applies stringent criteria when
appointing a nutritional partner. This move also means that all Irish
national club sides will also be using Sci-MX Nutrition.

Sci-MX Nutrition Ltd, Coln Park, Andoversford Industrial Estate, Cheltenham, GL54 4HJ.
E: info@sci-mx.co.uk
T: +44(0) 1242 821 304
F: +44(0) 1242 820 975

www.sci-mx.co.uk
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Could
tri harder
Triathletes’ sights are set on one goal in the build-up to the Olympics, and the British
team is considered to be a strong contender - which is good news for retailers
Just weeks before the Beijing Olympic Games, some of
the world’s best athletes will be flocking to Iowa in the
US for what has become a key event on the elite
triathlon circuit: the Hy-Vee Triathlon, which boasts the
richest prize purse ever awarded.
For American athletes, the 2008 Hy-Vee Triathlon will be
an Olympic team selection event, with the third and final
member of Team USA being selected at the conclusion of the
men’s and women’s races on June 22. A large field of
talented international athletes will be competing for their
dream to represent their country in the Olympics, intensifying
the competition even more.
For Brits too, triathletes’ sights are currently set on one
goal, and the UK is coming across as a strong contender.
Britain’s hopes of Olympic success in the triathlon were
boosted in South Korea recently when Tim Don, the 2006
world champion
from London, won
his first World Cup
event for four years,
while 18-year-old
Hollie Avil finished
second in the women’s event with a performance that gave
another illustration of her flourishing talent.
Both athletes will be competing in Britain’s final Olympic
qualifying race - the World Cup event in Madrid later this
month - as will fellow Brit Will Clarke, who is now ‘racing
with the big boys’ after previous success in the under-23 age
group. Clarke is bullish about his prospects, recently telling
reporters: “Anything can happen in triathlon, we definitely
have as good athletes as anyone. We are also going to be
very well prepared; maybe we’re one of the nations who
have thought about that the most, that’s what often counts.
There is one standout athlete at the moment, Javier Gomez

from Spain, who’s extremely hard to beat, but we have the
ability in our team.”

Something to celebrate
Meanwhile, of great newsworthy value for the British
Triathlon Federation is the fact that it is celebrating a
quarter of a century of triathlon racing in Great Britain this
year. The organisation’s president, Dr Sarah Springman, OBE,
says in a statement: “It is tremendous that our ‘lifestyle’
multisport has really come of age and is still full of such
wonderful energy and growth. Today we have mass
participation and elite events, clubs focusing on inclusive
policies for all, new corporate sponsors, successful age group
and elite teams and funded performance programmes.
“No longer do we hear the description from press and
television that dogged us that we are a ‘gruelling sport’. This
is our lifestyle sport
and it has changed
the perceptions and
lives of many people
for the better, my
own included. The
2012 Olympics in London, the 2014 Commonwealth Games
coming to Glasgow and multiple current world champions
lay testament to exciting times ahead.”

“Anything can happen in triathlon, we
definitely have as good athletes as anyone.
We are also going to be very well prepared”
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Future prospects
Kevin Richards, account manager for Aqua Sphere and a
former professional triathlete and South African National Tri
team coach, is one industry professional who is hugely
optimistic about the future of the sport. “The triathlon sector
is currently very healthy - approximately 22 per cent growth
year-on-year with an estimated 600,000 people participating
in at least one tri event between May to September - and it

Kaiman Lady. We have been asked to develop these as a result
of consumer feedback and the growing trend for more
women taking part in open water swimming and triathlons.”
Meanwhile, Aqua Sphere tri wetsuits are building on their
reputation in the UK following success across Europe in
German, French and Italian open water races - and Richards
says the company has a lot more to offer in this category as
the brand evolves. “The entry-level MAKO offers beginners a
superb full wetsuit for only £119.99 SRP, representing a great
cost-performance ratio and delivering exceptional flexibility
and warmth,” he says. “Moving up the range, the WXP-II suit
specifically for women and the FXP for men deliver great
performance quality at a mid-price point, while the Blue
Marlin full suit meets all the performance needs of top
athletes and is made entirely from smooth superstretch 100
per cent Yamamoto SCS Nanoskin.”

Maru

continues to attract record numbers of newcomers to the
sport,” he says.
“Much of this can be attributed to mainstream events like
the London Triathlon bringing the sport to the attention of the
masses, and the growing popularity of ‘extreme’ endurance
events like the Ironman. Aside from the increase amongst
adults attracted by the challenge or the healthier lifestyle that
triathlon provides, much of the growth in the sport has been
amongst the youth. Its status as an Olympic sport has, over
the past few years, led to numerous initiatives nationwide to
attract, coach and educate youngsters in the sport.”
Triathlon is also very popular amongst more mature
athletes, with a lot of events attracting record numbers in the
60-plus age groups. Richards points out: “Historically, more
men participate than women, but that gap is fast closing as
more women take up the sport. This is evident with the
increase in the number of women-only events.
“Due to the grass-roots growth of the sport in the UK and
the increased accessibility of a larger range of more costeffective equipment, a sport which was traditionally considered
the remit of the ‘well off’ is now attracting more mass
participation. Thanks to sound competitive and grass-roots
coaching structures in place covering all levels and abilities, the
youth have started to bear fruit. The UK is leading the
European stage with really good quality ‘neo-athletes’ coming
through the ranks, and this is in no small part thanks to lottery
funding in higher performance coaching and testing facilities.”
Aqua Sphere swimming goggles and masks continue to
dominate the UK triathlon and open water swimming
markets in the UK. The brand’s curved lens goggles, which
provide wide-angle vision and comfort, have won awards,
while the latest Vista goggle was endorsed as the official
eyewear product at the Ironman World Championships,
becoming the fastest-selling swim goggle across the world.

Reputation
Aqua Sphere believes its range is a favourite with triathletes,
with its Kaiman goggles and Seal masks being used by a
range of elite athletes from Ironman World Champion Faris Al
Sultan to Scotland’s Catriona Morrison. The brand is also
linked with British tri organisations such as votwo and the
Army Triathlon Association.
Says Richards: “With innovation at its core, Aqua Sphere
is launching the first women-specific swim mask this summer,
the Seal XPT, along with a women-specific goggle, the

Maru is another swimming brand that caters for the tri market,
and managing director Roger Allen points to two Maru
swimsuits that have been selling particularly well and were rated
highly in ‘220 Triathlon’ magazine: “The Maru Ignite Pacer Vault
Back is designed for putting in the pool miles and is made from
super-soft, long-life Pacer fabric, which lasts more than 20 times
longer than conventional swimwear fabrics and has maximum
chlorine resistance and great durability. It is comfortable to wear
and offers good support, is quick drying and has high UV
protection. The other is the Maru Kaleidoscope Splish Back, a
thin-strap suit, which is great for training as the thin straps don’t
impede shoulder movement or chafe the skin. It comes in a
high leg and a bright, funky, kaleidoscope pattern.
“Two Maru swim goggles aimed at the tri market have also
been selling well - the Impact anti-fog sport goggle features the
latest panoramic technology, providing 180-degree vision for
enhanced performance with a soft frame and adjustable
back clip for superb fit and reliability. Also ideal for
triathlon, the Air 2 anti-fog pro goggle has advanced air
seal technology for outstanding reliability and offers a
soft, comfortable fit. Maru specialist retailers have also
seen an increase in triathlon training aids, including
unifloats, pull buoys and training fins.”

Increasing sales
Aqua Sphere’s Richards sums up the brand’s
commitment to the tri sector: “The best way for a
retailer to increase his tri sales is to speak to
customers and build a relationship with
local swim/tri/running clubs. There really
are athletes out there who need to buy
tri-specific kit and would appreciate
buying from a local retailer. If retailers
wish to learn more about tri, they need to
talk to a brand like Aqua Sphere who
know the market and can cover the whole
raft of swimming activities - from entrylevel kids’ products to open water
Ironman-endorsed kit.”
With more events remaining in the
ITU qualification period for the 2008
Beijing Olympic Games, a battle is
heating up over which countries will be
sending athletes to the event, and how
many. All eyes in the UK will be on the
British team - and the excitement
generated will mean more fans as well
as participants will follow. SI
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GEL-NOOSA TRI 25TH
Each year ASICS releases a shoe that reflects the colour and fun of the Noosa Triathlon, which is held in
Australia. 2008 sees the 25th anniversary of this event and ASICS has recently unveiled the GEL-Noosa
Tri 25th to celebrate this milestone.
The brilliant design of this shoe should in no way detract from its serious performance qualities. As
well as the tried-and-tested ASICS technologies such as GEL cushioning in the heel, a SoLyte midsole to
reduce weight and Duomax in the midsole to give added arch support, this triathlon-specific offering has
Ecsaine Suede in the heel and behind the tongue for excellent fit and grip during transitions, as well as
quick release speed laces for when every second counts.
For more information on a shoe that is always extremely popular ask your ASICS sales representative or
call the ASICS sales office on 01925 243360.

TRIATHLON
MARU - TRIED
AND TESTED
The Maru Ignite Pacer Vault Back training suit was put
to the test by ‘220 Triathlon’ magazine and received a
rave review: ‘It’s a great suit in which to go the
distance.’
Manufactured from super-soft, long-life Pacer
fabric (which lasts 20 times longer than conventional
swimwear fabrics), it also boasts maximum chlorine
resistance and great durability. It is comfortable to
wear, offers good support, is quick drying and offers
high UV protection.
Also, a must for the tri market is Maru’s new
Impact Anti-fog Sport Goggle, which features
the latest panoramic technology, providing
exceptional 180-degree vision. It has a soft
frame and adjustable back clip for superb fit
and reliability.
To find out more call Maru Swimwear
on +44 (0) 115 985 1212,
email sales@maruswimwear.co.uk
or visit
www.maruswimwear.co.uk
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KUDOS RETAIL
Kudos Retail is tailor-made for sports and outdoor shops - it offers one integrated stock
management solution to manage your stock, suppliers, customers and sales.
Kudos runs your tills and has features to help you sell more, buy more effectively and
build your customer base. Programmable touchscreens, size/colour/fit matrix, loyalty
schemes, vouchers, prompting related products at the till - it’s all designed to improve
efficiency and increase your bottom line. Kudos Retail is fully supported, easy to use and is
an industry-leading solution used by hundreds of retailers in the leisure sector nationwide.
Kudos Software Ltd: 01548 843586. kudos@kudos-software.co.uk
www.kudos-software.co.uk

ANATOM TO DISTRIBUTE TEKO
Anatom has been appointed as the UK and European distributor
for the US-based performance sock brand teko.
When launched in the US in 2004 teko added a new
meaning to sustainability by utilising environmentally sound,
recycled, recyclable and fully sustainable materials throughout
its entire sock range and packaging.
teko was founded on the belief that making technical
performance products doesn’t have to leave a heavy impact on
the planet. All products within the range adhere to the brand’s
‘beyond organic’ philosophy and teko produces all products
within the strict confines of using environmentally sustainable
materials and planet-friendly manufacturing processes.
Anatom is taking orders immediately and can deliver
products within 48 hours.
For more information visit www.tekosocks.com or call Anatom
on 08000 323505.

LOWA RENEGADE GTX LO
Lowa, the number-one best-selling outdoor footwear brand in Germany, has improved the
Renegade GTX Lo (SRP £89.95) for 2008 with new features to enhance comfort and fit:
■ New internal toe-box construction for better wraparound
■ New full-length internal shank that flexes naturally with the foot
■ New stiffened heel counter prevents excessive rolling of the heel and improves balance
■ Functional outdoor low cut for any weather and most terrain
■ Uppers in water-repellent Nubuk leather
■ GORE-TEX waterproof lining
■ Climate control system
■ Vibram ‘Vialta’ outsole for excellent
grip and shock absorption
■ Ladies’ boots are built on an
exclusive Lowa
woman’s last for
unparalleled comfort
Lowa: 0870 870 0150.
www.lowa.de

OUTDOOR
COLEMAN
EXPONENT
BACKPACKS
Carefully crafted for expert
performance and ultimate
comfort, this range of
backpacks has supportive
comfort at its core and is
typically 30 per cent lighter
than competitor packs. Put
through their paces on Everest,
where this range formed an
essential part of Mike Haugen’s
kit on his 2007 expedition, these
packs are guaranteed to perform
when and where it matters most.
Capacities range from the
two-litre Hydration X2 to the 65litre Chinkapin X65 (pictured).
Shoulder straps are microadjustable to provide a perfect
fit, while the
HDPE frame sheet with two
aluminium stays is removable for
ultimate weight flexibility.
Coleman: 01275 845024.
www.coleman.eu
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HELLY HANSEN
MANIFESTO BREATHE
The Manifesto Breathe (SRP £75) combines the rugged
outsole of an outdoor shoe with the exposed upper of a
sandal, ensuring feet will dry extra fast and stay in
working order en route to your next destination. The open
mesh, quick-dry LIFA upper with large venting holes
promotes maximum air circulation
and water expulsion.
Helly Hansen: 0115 960 8797.
www.hellyhansen.com

MITRE PERFORMANCE TRAINING WEAR
After the successful launch of playing
and training kits to Ipswich Town and
Huddersfield Town Football clubs after
a 7 year absence from the pro kit
market, Mitre is pleased to announce
the availability of their new generic
range of professional performance
training wear.
The range boasts professional
design and performance features, using
the best microfibre, polyester and brush
back fleece materials and available in
various colour options, allowing smaller

clubs or leagues to buy off the shelf
quality training wear that meets all
the needs of their players at
affordable prices.
The range consists of tracksuits, wet
and bench jackets, fleece jackets and
trousers, sweatshirts and hoodies, ¾
length trousers, polo shirts, shorts,
socks and more.
Mitre has made a large investment
in the professional kit arena in the last
18 months, introducing a new Apparel
team headed up by Paul Tudor,

previously Apparel Manager of the
McKenzie brand, a JD Sports Company.
Mitre’s Managing Director Gary Hibbert
says
‘’Paul’s wealth of experience and
knowledge in this area has allowed
Mitre to develop a great looking, high
performance range of apparel that we
are really proud of, and more
importantly that allows amateur clubs to
wear training kit of the same standard
as professionals’’.

For more information email: enquiries@mitre.com
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REUSCH
The home nations may be absent
when Euro 2008 begins on June 7,
but Reusch gloves will be in
attendance - the company hoping
to see one of its sponsored
goalkeepers win an
unprecedented seventh European
championship wearing the
Eurokeeper Pro gloves.
Reusch has proved to be the
most successful glove brand at all
major championships since
manufacturing the first goalkeeper
glove with a latex palm back in
1973. As in previous tournaments,
Reusch will supply its sponsored
goalkeepers with a glove made
especially for the championships,
sporting the colours of the two
host countries. The Eurokeeper Pro
gloves will be highly visible and
will hopefully add to Reusch’s
history of tournament successes.
For more information call
0161 439 4383, email
reuschuk@btinternet.com or visit
www.reusch.com

FOOTBALL
NOMIS BLACK PEARL
The latest design upgrade to emerge from innovative boot brand Nomis is the
nomud Technology on the soleplates of the wet control Black Pearl. Previously one of the biggest
selling boots in the Nomis range, it now incorporates even more technology to create an
unrivalled boot in its price range.
nomud reduces the amount of dirt, mud and grass that is collected during normal game
play, reducing weight build-up and retaining great ground traction.
nomud technology :
■ Reduces mud and grass build-up on outsoles
■ Helps retain good ground traction
■ Keeps boots light
■ Aids cleaning

Black Pearl 2008: wet control technology
■ Increased grip in wet conditions
■ New red colourway on soleplate
■ Low water absorption
■ Excellent sweat resistance
For retail information contact Steve Lees:
steve@nomissports.co.uk
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the professional’s brand...

2008-2009 CATALOGUE

designed by goalkeepers for goalkeepers

mdgsport.com

IN SEASON TABLE TENNIS
Product

Net
gains
Discerning retailers are finding that table tennis
equipment offers good margins and is easier to
display than you would expect, reports Catherine Eade
Table tennis has come a long way since its
heyday in Victorian times as an afterdinner amusement for the upper classes.
The game has developed into an exciting,
fast-paced sport, with the ball travelling at
speeds of up to 70mph.
Table tennis manufacturers are positive
about the profile and performance of the sport
at present, with Alan Hydes, four-time winner of
gold medals at the Commonwealth Games and
managing director of Stiga Lion, saying: “Table
Tennis is looking very healthy at the moment.
There seems to be a growing amount of interest
in clubs and schools. The English Table Tennis
Association (ETTA) is working very hard with its
development officers to stimulate interest in the
leisure market, the school market and clubs.”

Public funding
Alan Ransome, managing director of Ransome
Sporting Goods, says: “Table tennis is an
excellent sport to receive public funding as it can
be played by people of all ages and standards. It
is also very space efficient and can be played in
schools all year round. In addition, there is a
good club structure, so table tennis is a natural
to receive increased government funding as the
emphasis moves towards the Olympics in
London in 2012.”

Richard Heritage of Rucanor says: “Table
tennis represents a fairly steady product area for
Rucanor, with the majority of sales coming from
the schools market. Rucanor best-sellers include
the Practice Super II & Orient II and the silo of
Single Circle balls.”
Meanwhile, Ransome says: “Overall, tables
have been our biggest selling lines, particularly
after the introduction of the new Butterfly
Easifold indoor and outdoor models. And our
share of the table tennis ball market has
increased significantly as a result of our Butterfly
3 Star ball being selected for use in the majority
of competitions in this country.”
This time last year UK Table Tennis introduced
the brand new Tectonic 50 Indoor and Outdoor
table tennis tables - a brand of table tennis tables
manufactured by Cornilleau in France. Nicola
Waters, sales and marketing director of UK Table
Tennis, says: “These tables have been hugely
successful and we are building on that success by
adding additional value into the product. The
Tectonic 50 Outdoor model is now supplied as
standard with a protective cover, two table tennis
bats, three balls and the RRP is just £250, which
is a fabulous price point for a table which has a
two-year guarantee on all parts, playback facility,
eight safety locking points and conforms to the
European safety norm.”

Ransome Sporting Goods has launched two
new bats, the first under the Schildkrot Donic
brand with the endorsement of the former
Olympic, world and European champion JanOve Waldner. The other new range comes from
Butterfly with a selection of five bats endorsed
by world-class players. Stiga has introduced the
Nano Premier bat that offers increased spin and
speed for players, while a new product from
Lion is the Lion Super Carbo bat.
Hydes explains: “It offers a larger sweet
spot and dynamic spin and speed and will be
available for the new season. Retailers’
feedback to us on table tennis sales is that they
have been pleasantly surprised at the increased
amount of public interest, which has turned
into positive sales for them. Retailers are
working to increase their retail space they
devote for table tennis sales to maximise this
business opportunity.”
Rucanor’s Heritage says a small number of
discerning retailers are taking advantage of the
excellent margins available and adds that it is
key for retailers to display table tennis products
effectively and be knowledgeable about them.
“Rucanor helps with both of these aspects by
using colour coordinated packaging to enhance
presentation and an insert detailing the features
of the full range with each bat,” he says.
Alan Ransome also has some words of
wisdom that retailers can use to boost sales: “A
good display of products is essential. We
provide a Manhattan three-sided display stand
and have found that when retailers have one of
these stands in their stores sales increase
significantly. Another way to increase sales is for
the retailer to have a website which can
incorporate products that can be sent
directly from the supplier and don’t need to
be stocked.”
Good advice for retailers considering the
table tennis sector. SI
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RUCANOR
Rucanor Sports has a range of table tennis bats for all levels of player in the
company’s current ‘Never out of Stock’ catalogue. All seven models, from the
entry-level Toru Super II through to the ITTF-approved 6 star model TTB160 II
with its 6.4mm Nordic plywood blade and 2.2mm sponge, have reversed
rubber and are presented in an attractive nylon carry-case. The bat and a
technical sheet with specifications of all models are visible through the case’s
clear front to enable the customer to make their selection.
Also available is a net and post set plus a range of balls presented in
clear plastic tubes, from ‘single circle’ quality through to a seamless 3 star
ITTF-approved match ball. The single circle ball is also available loose in a silo
of 60 or boxed as a gross.
The Rucanor table tennis range is already proving a success for a number
of retailers who have recognised that fantastic margins can be made by
offering products from a less well-known table tennis brand that can
supply high quality and attractively packaged product from
stock.
Log in to your online account at retail.rucanor.com or
call the Sales Hotline Number: 0845 2300147 for
further information on these or any other products
from the Rucanor range.

TABLE TENNIS

RANSOME SPORTING GOODS
Two new table tennis products from Ransome Sporting Goods are proving very popular in the market place.
The Butterfly Easifold Table Tennis Table, available in both indoor and outdoor models and in a choice
of green or blue playing tops, has proved an excellent addition to the Butterfly range. A feature of these
tables is that they are delivered virtually ready for play, with only minimal
assembly necessary.
Under the Schildkrot Donic brand, a range of table tennis bats endorsed
by Jan-Ove Waldner, one of the best table tennis players of all time, has been very
well received by retailers. The range goes from the Bronze Allround, which retails at
£7.99, through to the Platinum Attack at £59.99. The ranges are very well packaged
and presented.
For further information on Butterfly and Schildkrot table tennis equipment contact
Norma Bonson at Ransome Sporting Goods on 01642 224444 or email
norma.bonson@rsgsport.com
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TECTONIC
OUTDOOR TABLE:
NEW 2008
PACKAGE
This time last year UK Table Tennis
introduced the brand new Tectonic 50
Indoor and Outdoor table tennis tables.
Tectonic is a brand of table tennis tables
manufactured by Cornilleau in France.
These tables have been hugely
successful and UK Table Tennis is
building on that success by adding
additional value into the product. With
immediate effect, the Tectonic 50
Outdoor model is now supplied as
standard with a protective cover, two
table tennis bats and three balls.
The RRP on this outdoor package is
just £250, which is a fabulous price
point for a table that has a two-year
guarantee on all parts (three years on
the outdoor playing surface), playback
facility, eight safety locking points and
conforms to the European safety norm
EN14468-1.
For more information visit
www.uktabletennis.co.uk, email
sales@uktabletennis.co.uk or
call 0845 2600 780.
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Sports Insight Magazine
is expanding its circulation to include
the Republic of Ireland
Contact us to discuss how we can help you promote your
brand to this lucrative market place in the leading sports
trade magazine

+44 (0) 1206 505947
info@sports-insight.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk

IN SEASON RUNNING

RUNNING
SAUCONY’S
RUNNING GUIDE

Saucony’s latest running shoe, the ProGrid
Guide, hits the shelves in the UK this
month following a record-breaking
release in the US. The first few
months of sales throughout
the USA have seen the
Guide become one of
the top-selling
shoes on the
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market, which, backed up by strong performance of the new Hurricane X,
has seen Saucony climb further in the sales charts.
Technically, the ProGrid Guide is the natural successor to the Trigon
Guide. The new style incorporates Saucony’s top-end cushioning
technology, ProGrid, and also a higher specification ‘Impulse EVA’. The
Guide maintains its highly competitive RRP of £70 and is available
nationwide now.
For further details call 023 9282 3664 or visit www.saucony.co.uk
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IT’S TIME TO
STOCK UP WITH
SOLE FOR THE SUMMER
SOLE CUSTOM FOOTBEDS
For your customers who suffer from foot and lower limb issues, want to
prevent these issues or want to increase performance - SOLE is the
professional athlete’s choice that’s affordable for everyone. Great for
running, hiking and cycling.
SOLE PERFORMANCE SOCKS
From your customer’s first touch test along the sock wall, SOLE will grab
their attention - they simply feel fantastic and with the blend of CoolMax,
Tactel and Lycra, their performance is amazing.
Call today for a sample pack and watch for the NEW SOLE products
coming this year.
Call 0845 644 3742 or email sales@yoursole.co.uk
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1000 MILE - SOCKS FOR ALL
TASTES AND NEEDS
For athletes preferring a thin sock to wear in athletic
footwear, the 1000 Mile Tactel Anklet is the ultimate incarnation
of 1000 Mile’s famous double layer, ‘no blister guaranteed’ sock.
If padded is more your thing, the Performance Sock features Wool
Ultra, which is 20 per cent lighter and 30 per cent faster drying and more
effective at combating odours than conventional wool. Therapeutic socks include the
1000 Mile Compression Sock, which helps disperse lactic acid, leg fatigue and cramps,
while the 1000 Mile Support Sock for runners with ankle and rear foot complaints supports
the weakened area without having to wear an elastic tube, taping or a bandage.
Enquiries: sales@1000mile.co.uk or call 01923 242233.

RUNNING
SORBOTHANE
SHOCKSTOPPER+ INSOLES
New improved Sorbothane Shockstopper+ insoles are scientifically proven to
absorb harmful shockwaves associated with foot strike, ensuring that all
runners can do what they love to do for longer. The advanced new range from
the market-leading insole brand
is designed for even greater
shock dispersal and has been
developed with a new
lightweight streamlined
construction.
Sorbothane is an
established market leader of
shock absorbing insoles in the
sport medicine sector and has
been for over 25 years. The
injury prevention range is
regularly recommended by
leading medical, sports and
occupational health
practitioners. Scientifically
engineered to be a natural
extension of your foot,
Sorbothane ShockStopper+
insoles transform feet into
shock absorbing, energy returning
running machines.
For more information on
Sorbothane insoles call 0870 990 1357
or visit www.sorbothane.co.uk
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HILLY UPGRADES POPULAR SOCKS
HILLY Clothing has recently upgraded two of its popular socks, namely
the Off Road and Marathon Fresh.
The wool content of the socks has now been replaced with Merino
wool and both socks are
antimicrobial. The high cushioning
provides excellent shock
absorption and the socks are ideal
for both training and competitive
use. Both socks retail at a highly
competitive price point and offer
excellent value for money.
HILLY has also given its sock
packaging a freshen up across
all styles, making it highly
effective when
merchandised in-store.
For further information
contact HILLY on
0161 366 8207.
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Best Shoe 2008: Runner’s World Magazine

Best Buy: The Sunday Times

Mens ProGrid Triumph 5

Ladies ProGrid Triumph 5

Mens ProGrid Triumph 5

For further information call 023 9282 3664 or click saucony.co.uk

IN SEASON FOOTCARE

NOENE ATLAS - CARE
FROM THE FOOT UP
Using a Noene Atlas Carbon replacement
insole in your chosen sports footwear not
only protects your feet, but the rest of your
body too. Thanks to the unique composition
of Noene, rebound shockwaves caused by the
impact energy of a foot hitting the ground
are dispersed, so reducing stresses on joints
and soft tissues.
The Noene Atlas Carbon insoles are
light, long lasting, comfortable and on top of
all that, the most shock-dispersing
replacement insole on the market, dispersing
around 99 per cent of shockwaves. Each pair
has a carbon fibre arch reinforcement
designed to complement the support
characteristics of your footwear and come
with a 12-month guarantee.
Enquiries: sales@1000mile.co.uk or
call 01923 242233.

MCDAVID
The ankle is the most frequently injured joint, which is why McDavid, the world’s
leading sports medical brand, has a range of ankle supports to cover all levels of
injury in this area.
The most common injury occurs with the foot in plantar flexion (on the toes)
while the ankle rolls outward - an inversion sprain. Laced ankle braces have been
shown to support the ankle and help prevent or reduce the severity of this problem.
Studies have shown that McDavid laced ankle braces are not only better than
tape, but the best ankle protection available today. The 189 has taken the laced
ankle concept one step further and incorporates a lightweight design to both treat
and prevent all ankle injuries, including high ankle sprains, and is used by athletes
around the world in all sports, from basketball and American football to hockey,
tennis and cricket.
McDavid has a comprehensive range of ankle supports, from simple elasticated
wraps through to complex laced and lightweight braces.
To view the latest ranges call McDavid on 08701 188002 or email
info@mcdaviduk.com
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GILBERTS POPULARITY
CONTINUES TO GROW
GILBERT TEAM WEAR CONTINUES TO BE
AT THE FOREFRONT OF AN EXCITING
AND DEMANDING SECTOR.
Gilberts profile within the team wear
sector has been steadily growing over
the last few seasons, no better
example than the Blue Bulls success
in last year’s Super 14 Competition or
the England Women’s Grand Slam.
Made to the same high standards
that have made Gilbert balls world
famous, the 2008 textiles range offers
strength, comfort and style. With a
strong and reliable supply chain
combined with a focused design team
Gilbert are well placed to move forward
and maximize the opportunities within
this sector.
The utilization of specialist fabrics
from other hi-tech sports whilst still
maintaining the technical construction
necessary for the demands of rugby has
allowed the Gilbert product team to
produce a functional, fashionable and
durable range of products. Gilbert offer
a wide selection of match shirts which
can be customised to meet individual
club requirements, from slim fitting
sublimated printed shirts to the stylish
Xact Match shirts.
Gilbert’s renewed focus on team
wear has been extremely well received
by both the trade and end consumer
alike. Not only are clubs looking for
good quality kit but more often than not

a reliable and flexible service,
something the company sees as
paramount to success in this field. In
meeting both individual needs of
players and also demands of team
management, the collection provides
team wear flexibility and high
performance functionality.
The Xact match shirt continues to
grow in popularity. A stylish durable
shirt with moisture management
properties the Xact offers a quality yet

affordable option. The Xact is now
available in two additional junior sizes
and runs from 4XS to 3XL with the
option of long sleeve and a ladies fit.
Following it’s successful introduction in
2007 the XP Tour Jacket has now been
upgraded to include the stylish “Gilbert
since 1823 logo”. This jacket is the
genuine all rounder and is ideal for
warm up, training or as a casual option.
Excellent stock availability and a
wide range of bespoke options make
Gilbert an effective choice for many
clubs and schools.
In order to meet the requirements of
rugby teams more effectively, Gilbert
have launched an exciting new Team

Wear Catalogue focusing on team
requirements, with the facility to
customise not only match shirts but a
number of key training, leisure and
performance items with specific club
colours, logos and numbers.
We expect that the combination of
more and more high profile contracts
allied to a strong advertising campaign

will ensure Gilbert Team Wear
continues to be at the forefront of an
exciting and demanding sector.
In addition to the new team wear
catalogue currently available for mail
out we are working on new ways to
incentivise team wear specialist
retailers. A revamped website detailing
more clearly the extensive options

available to teams with clear links to
these specialists and a proposed facility
to design your own kit on line will take
this process to the next level.
Our sales force is well versed on
the demands of the team wear sector
and are always available with samples
to assist retailers wherever possible.

To request your copy of the
2008 Gilbert team wear
brochure and to find out more
about the range or support
available please contact your
local representative or call
08450 66 1823 or visit
www.gilbertrugby.com.
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Give us a call and we’ll tell you our story:
t: +44 (0)20 7384 6434 | e: g-day@korero.com | www.korero.com
the matrix studios, 91 peterborough rd, fulham, london sw6 3bu, uk

advertising and creative marketing
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With over 80 per cent of goods and
services located online, now is the time
to overhaul your website’s search
engine optimisation, says Dave Howell

Search engine optimisation (SEO) is an essential skill for
all commercial site owners, but one that is often
shrouded in mystery. SEO service providers that purport
to be able to get your business to the top of a Google
search quickly for a price have, of course, exploited this
lack of understanding.
The reality is that anyone can improve the search ranking of
their website with some simple changes to their site’s code and
how they approach their website’s content. Search engines are
in the business of providing their users with the most accurate
and relevant search results they can. This is achieved with some
very sophisticated software that continually searches the web
for new content to index. Good SEO technique is simply
catching the eye of these programs as they pass your way.

Market leader
Google is clearly the market leader with over 75 per cent of
searches using its platform. It’s not surprising, therefore, that
SEO technique has become centred on this search engine. All
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search engines send out what are called ‘crawlers’. These are
very smart pieces of software that have artificial intelligence
algorithms built into them. They are constantly trawling the
web for any new information that they haven’t indexed yet.
Think of these applications as mystery shoppers. They visit your
site and look at specific elements of your site’s content.
Google’s crawler is called Googlebot.
The other leading search engines like MSN and Ask use
similar algorithms to index content onto their databases. The
key to ensuring your website is given a high page ranking on
search results pages is to make the job of the search engine
crawlers as easy as possible. If you format your website and
create content with these crawlers in mind, you’ll be rewarded
with a high page ranking that will improve over time. You can
learn more about how specific search engines index their
pages in the ‘SEO Book’ (www.seobook.com).
Search engines take the data their crawlers provide and
rank it in order of popularity and relevance. It’s simply not
enough to load your website’s pages with keywords, as these
are no longer the only component of a web page that crawlers
look at. The sophistication of the page-ranking software that
search engines use is mind-boggling, but at its most basic level
they analyse how ‘connected’ your website is. How many

other websites link to yours? What is
the content on your site that makes it
so popular? These are questions that
you must answer when you are
designing the content of your website
if it is to be attractive to the leading
search engines.
Search engine optimisation
experts consistently highlight the
importance of the content of a
website in relation to its search engine
ranking. This is because the crawler
programs that will look at every inch of
your website are looking for how relevant
your content is. Crawlers are so
sophisticated they can even analyse the
relationship between words on a single web
page. So the advice that you should
endeavour to make your site content as
relevant to its visitors as possible is a search
engine mantra you should place at the centre of
your SEO activities.

6. Flash websites
The use of motion graphics is still a problem for search engine
crawlers. Creating your entire website as a Flash movie could
mean it isn’t indexed properly. You can embed your Flash
movie into a standard HTML page, but this will still limit how
your site will be indexed. Before using Flash extensively on your
site, think about how SEO could be handicapped.
The key to designing your website is to design it with
your visitors and customers in mind and not with search
engines as your core audience. If you focus on your
customers’ needs, and design a website that fulfils these, the
world’s search engines will pick up on this and reward your
website with a high page ranking. SI

TECHNIQUES
There are also other techniques you can use to
further optimise your website, including:

1. Sitemap and navigation
One of the easiest ways to ensure your website is indexed by
search engines is to provide a clear and concise site map of
your entire website. You can submit your own site map via
Google’s Webmaster Tools pages
(www.google.com/webmasters/tools/docs/en/about.html).

2. Relevant information.
Your visitors come to your site for information they are
interested in. Search engines understand this. Creating
engaging and timely content is a sure-fire way to search
engine success.

3. Images and graphics.
Graphical components can be used on
your site’s pages, but remember to
always include the alt tag text.
Search engine crawlers look for
these and add these to your
overall page ranking. If they’re
missing, your site will suffer.
Also, check your site is still
useable without the graphics, as
most search engine crawlers see your
site as text only.

4. Limit your links.
Links to your website are important, as are links
away from your site, but don’t overload your pages.
Try and limit links to no more than 100 per page.
Anymore and you risk the search engine crawlers
penalising you.

5. Don’t forget the robot
The robots.txt file should appear on your website’s server.
This simple file tells crawlers how they can navigate your
website. You can see more information about robot files
from: http://www.robotstxt.org/wc/faq.html.

LEFT: Design a website
that fulfils your
customers’ needs and
search engines will
reward it with a high
page ranking.
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Sportswear

Athletic/School Clothing

VIGA

Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS •
• GILET TOP •
• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS •
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS •
• VESTS •
• SHORTS •

Fitness

Football Collectables

FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS LIMITED

DISTRIBUTORS OF OFFICIAL FOOTBALL
MERCHANDISE

Teamwear

Trade Accounts now available online
www.footballsouvenirs.net
30 Racecourse Road, Gallowfields Trading Estate, Richmond, North Yorks DL10 4TG

Telephone 05600 767108 Tel/Fax 01748 826024
Goals

Table Tennis

www.sports-insight.co.uk

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists
Phone: 0845 2600 780
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk

Fax: 0845 2600 790
W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

Wholesaler

Are you missing out on
the latest industry news?
Do you need to be aware of market
trends or just want to be in the know?
If the answer is yes, then subscribe to the FREE,
Sports Insight newsletter.
Offering all the news, views, trend reports and comments
directly to your inbox, the Sports Insight newsletter is a
must for anyone in the industry.
Each week, the newsletter will include:
• The latest News headlines
• New Product launches
• Job Vacancies
• Exclusive Feature articles.
• Free-entry Competitions
Subscribe to our FREE newsletter online at

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football
souvenirs available from stock.
• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery
• Latest Products and Designs

www.sports-insight.co.uk
EPOS

To place an order or request a catalogue:
Call 08702 646 255 Fax 08702 646 257
Email sales@bbsports.co.uk
Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS,
29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA

To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk

SPORTS INSIGHT BUYERS' GUIDE 2008/9
Book Online at www.sports-insight.co.uk
Tel 01206 505947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
Merchandising
OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,
which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like
hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.
See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770
F: 0161 282 0733 E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

Teamwear

Agents Required
AGENTS REQUIRED
We are seeking experienced, specialist agents to work with SpringBoost
footwear (an exciting brand of posture-improving sports & lifestyle shoe range).
If you have a footwear and/or sportswear track record and are looking for an
exciting global brand with huge opportunties please contact:
Dr Brian Ellis Well Group
Brian@wellgroup.co.uk Tel - 01482 333510
GSM – 07886501883 www.wellgroup.co.uk

Various UK regions available

Archery
Archery suppliers since 1963
Bows, arrows, crossbows,
targets, accessories.
Tel:
Email:
Web:

01296 632573
admin@petron.info
www.petron.info

Cricket Sweaters

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours.
Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.

Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229 Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

NEW

Agents Required

Fitness, Yoga & Pilates

Sales Agents Required
Scotland
Northwest England and North wales
North East England
Midlands and Mid Wales
Northern and Southern Ireland
South East England
Brands:
Ashaway - Rackets, Strings, Apparel and accessories Tricues Revolutionary new snooker cues and accessories.
Please contact us on the details below.
Paul Smith, Goode Sport, Newton House, 23 Broadwater Road,
Welwyn Garden City, AL7 3AU
E-mail: paul@ashaway.co.uk Tel: 01707 321397

Teamwear

www.sports-insight.co.uk
To advertise your
business in

Sports Insight

Contact Keith Marshall

email: keith@sports-insight.co.uk
tel: 01206 505947

www.sportsinsight.co.uk

Wholesaler

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk

TAIL-ENDER

UNDER THE
COUNTER
A sideways look at the world of
independent retailing
Salesmen are a strange breed, which, as
they spend most of their working lives
trying to persuade people to buy things
they don’t really want, at prices they can’t
afford, is hardly surprising when you think
about it. Some are graduates from the
Attila the Hun school of salesmanship, who
bully prospective customers so mercilessly
that they’ll sign almost any order form just
to get the bloke out of the shop. A prime
example of this species was a man whose
young son, on hearing that his father had
fought in the war, asked: “Whose side were
you on, dad?”
Then there are the gents of the old school,
like my friend Joe, who has been selling sports
and leisure footwear since the days when he
was called a commercial traveller, drove a
company Ford Anglia, wore a snap-brim trilby
and carried his samples in a fake crocodile-skin
suitcase. Nowadays he drives a Ford Focus
estate, stays in Travelodges and tots up sales on
a laptop. But he still raises his trilby to ladies,
holds open doors for them and, against all the
odds, loves his poorly paid and irksome job
almost more than life itself.

Cyril was
a small
overweight
white-faced
chap who
always
seemed in
need of a
shave. When
business was
quiet, he
supplemented
his earnings by
driving a mini-cab and working in a
fish and chip shop. He also spent quite a lot of
time in his tiny office above a bookie’s smoking,
drinking tea and putting the world to rights. He
once spent an afternoon telling me that healthy
eating was a load of nonsense after I had
unwisely mentioned that he perhaps needed to
lose a little weight.
“I’m not fat - not for my size. I’m quite
happy with my stable diet, thank you very
much. OK, I like arbocarbodrates
[carbohydrates], but they’re natural foods aren’t
they? Went down the chippie lunchtime.

Benevolent

averse to a fag, neither. We took him on the
old Vanguard battleship to South Africa. It
went 17 feet on a gallon of fuel. Bet you didn’t
know that.”
It was not long before I came to know the
incantation with which Cyril ritually ended all
successful sales: “Well, that’s another one the
Queen knows nothing about,” as we scurried
off before the light bulbs began to explode. It
was a pretty grubby occupation and I was glad
when my dad decided to take me into the shop
as customer communications manager
(I answered the
phone) and my days
on the road were
finally over.
Knowing firsthand what an
awful job it can be,
I do try to be
sympathetic when
some rep comes
into the shop with the haunted look of a man
who is nowhere near his sales quota for the
month. Not that it always works - when a small
order for super-grip goalkeeper’s gloves, offered
purely out of compassion, did absolutely
nothing to cheer up a young salesman who
looked as though he was about to burst into
tears, I didn’t feel too bad about cancelling it
the next day.
The last I heard of Cyril he was selling
reconstituted, organic, high-energy breakfast
cereal from Lithuania. Presumably it’s another of
his ventures that the Queen knows nothing
about, although I do occasionally wonder
whether I should find the time to at least drop
her a line. SI

“Knowing what an awful job it can be, I try to
be sympathetic when a rep comes into the shop with
the look of a man who is nowhere near his sales
quota for the month”

Not surprisingly,
there are not many
like Joe around
anymore, but not
all of his generation
were so benevolent
- particularly a cove
I worked with
when I was briefly a trainee salesman in
order to get a deferment from National
Service. On reflection, I would probably
have been better off square-bashing in
Catterick and scrubbing barrack room floors
with a toothbrush.
Cyril was a former Royal Navy petty officer
who was, what he called, an ‘area sales
representative’ for a firm that imported
dodgy batteries and light bulbs from Eastern
Europe, labelled them as expensive brands and
sold them at a vast profit. “The batteries last
about an hour if you’re lucky,” Cyril said. “The
bulbs can often explode when you turn them
on. Make sure you’ve left with the cash before
that happens.”
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Wouldn’t suit you, of course. Big piece of cod,
double chips, gherkins and white bread. That’s
proper working man’s food. You can stuff your
nutmeat cutlets and goats’ cheese.” When I
protested that I didn’t actually eat such foods,
Cyril said he didn’t believe me.

Neurotic
When I once tentatively asked if we could
open the window of the smoke-filled office,
Cyril gave me the benefit of his medical
experience. “Most normal people smoke,” he
said. “It would be good if a neurotic like you
had a smoke. It would calm your nerves.
Princess Margaret smokes; I suppose you think
you’re better than her. The old king wasn’t

Enhanced circulation from engineered
gradient compression assists in
reducing lactic acid build-up

A precision ﬁt based on your
body mass index (BMI) algorithm

To focus muscle power and
dramatically reduce muscle vibration

Moisture management wicking
draws moisture away from your
skin keeping you dry

Optimises your body temperature
in warm or cool conditions

Antibacterial and antimicrobial
treatments discourage growth of
bacteria and help prevent odour

SPF 50+
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